October 5, 2021
Workshop Meeting - 3:00 PM

1. ROLL CALL
2. AMENDMENTS TO AGENDA
3. REPORTS:
A. Division Of Fire And EMS- Strategic Plan And Standard Of
Cover
Dennis Hale, Chief, Fire And EMS
Documents:
DCFEMS Strategic Plan-Final.pdf
B. Lily Pond Solar- Energix: Solar Siting Agreement
Chip Dicks, Gentry Locke
C. Dinwiddie Sheriff's Office- Hazard Compensation
W. Kevin Massengill, County Administrator
4. ADJOURNMENT
Notice of the public hearings can be found at www.dinwiddieva.us/984/public-notice.
Citizen Participation Instructions:
l

Citizens who wish to attend the meeting in person should adhere to the
social distancing guidelines and Executive Order 79 requiring face coverings
while inside buildings.

l

Citizens are asked to remain at home and participate electronically if they
(1) are experiencing symptoms of illness, (2) have had contact with a
known or suspected COVID-19 case in the last 14 days, or (3) have a fever
of 100.4 degrees or higher.

(1) are experiencing symptoms of illness, (2) have had contact with a
known or suspected COVID-19 case in the last 14 days, or (3) have a fever
of 100.4 degrees or higher.

Strategic Plan and Standard of Cover
DINWIDDIE COUNTY, VIRGINIA

September 8, 2021
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Fire Department Strategic Plan

DINWIDDIE COUNTY, VIRGINIA

1 Introduction and Executive Summary
The Matrix Consulting Group was retained by Dinwiddie County to facilitate the development of
a strategic plan for the Fire & EMS Department. This document is the result of this development
and collaboration of the plan.

1

Scope of Work

The scope of this study included the assessment of the Fire & EMS Department operations,
response capabilities, staffing, and other resources necessary for the delivery of services to the
County. A review of services and the delivery of those services should be performed periodically
to ensure needs are being met. This project focused on the fire protection system response to calls
and included:
•

Response capabilities;

•

Response time analysis;

•

Resource locations;

•

Available resources;

•

Staffing and manpower.

The approaches used in this study were comprehensive as described below.

2

Approaches Utilized in the Study

To understand and evaluate service level issues facing the County, the project team undertook an
assessment of the Fire & EMS Department. The principal approaches utilized by the project team
in this study included, but were not limited to, the following:
•

Internal Interviews – members of the project team individually interviewed numerous
executives, management, and supervisory staff of Dinwiddie County, Fire & EMS
Department leadership, and communications center staff.

•

Group Discussions – members of the project team conducted group discussions with the
employees of the Fire & EMS Department.

•

Surveys – anonymous online surveys were employed to gather opinions and thoughts from
the employees, the general public, and the business community of the County.

•

Data Collection – the project team collected a wide variety of external and internal data
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documenting the structure, operations and organization, including:
–
–
–
–

Department staffing and scheduling
Documentation reflecting operations management
Numerous output data reflecting services provided
Various other performance information

This data was summarized in a ‘descriptive profile’ of the Fire & EMS Department, which
was reviewed by the staff of the department to ensure we had a factual foundation for the
study. This approach ensured that the project team had an appropriate understanding of the
department.
•

Stakeholder Contribution – At the conclusion of the interim deliverables and the review of
the documents, a cross section of internal stakeholders met to discuss the findings of the
surveys and findings to establish goals and objectives to address the comments and concerns
from the personnel and the community.

Throughout this process, the project team reviewed facts, findings, and conclusions through these
interim deliverables with the department.

3

Summary of Strategic Initiatives

The following table provides a summary of goals established in this report. The report itself should
be reviewed to understand the factual basis behind each goal as well as the analysis leading to each
goal and the related objectives.
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SUMMARY OF GOALS
1 ORGANIZATIONAL
Goal 1-1

Establish structure, organization, roles and responsibilities in the Fire & EMS department

Goal 1-2

Unification of Station Operating Guidelines

Goal 1-3

Insure all System Policies, Protocols and SOG’s remain updated

Goal 1-4

Improve participation of volunteer personnel of the Fire & EMS department

2 PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE AND EDUCATION
Goal 2-1

Engage and educate our residents about their Fire Department

3 TRAINING AND EDUCATION
Goal 3-1

Continue to support the Training Committee

Goal 3-2

Provide basic training opportunities on a regular basis to support the recruitment of new
members

Goal 3-3

Establish a progression for training programs

Goal 3-4

Improve the availability of advanced education courses

Goal 3-5

Improve the training facilities and props

4 INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS
Goal 4-1

Improve Department wide communications on staffing, training, and major events

5 EMERGENCY OPERATIONS
Goal 5-2

Improve response times in the emergency services system

Goal 5-1

Establish a 24-hour Duty Officer for the Emergency Services

Goal 5-3

Improve the available staffing for emergency medical services calls

Goal 5-4

Improve response times and resource density in the identified suburban area of the county
by adding an additional station
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6 RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION
Goal 6-1

Complete, formally adopt and implement the departments Recruitment and Retention
Plan (Appendix B)

Goal 6-2

Establish a process to ensure compensation remains competitive in the area market

Goal 6-3

Acquire and deploy a stand-alone website for Fire & EMS department

Matrix Consulting Group
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2 Organization and Area Overview
This chapter provides an overview of the Fire & EMS Department’s (DCFEMS) organization,
governance, and general characteristics of Dinwiddie County.

1

Background and Overview

This chapter provides an overview of the Fire & EMS Department’s organization, governance, and
general characteristics of Dinwiddie County.
1.

Area Characteristics

Dinwiddie County is located in the southeastern section of Virginia, south of Richmond. Interstate
85 dissects the County entering to the North from the Richmond area and continues south through
the McKenney area of the County. Dinwiddie, an unincorporated community, is the county seat.
McKenney is the only incorporated town in the County. The County is approximately 507 square
miles with an estimated 2018 population of 28,529 according to the United States Census Bureau.
The County is governed by a five-member Board of Supervisors elected to four-year terms from
five single-member districts. The Board then appoints a County Administrator to handle the
administrative duties and operations of the County.
2.

Demographic Profile

The following table illustrates the demographic profile of Dinwiddie and changes occurring since
the 2000 Census.
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Dinwiddie County
American Fact Finder Data
Estimated Dinwiddie County Population
Median Age
Children Under Age 5
Children Ages 5 to 19 years
Persons Age 20 to 59 years
Persons Age 60 and Over
Families in Poverty
Civilian Labor Force Unemployed
Median Household Income
Employment Sectors:
Education, Health Care, Soc. Svc.
Retail Trade
Professional, Scientific, Mgmt.
Finance, Insurance, Real Estate
Entertainment, Recreation, Food
Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation, Warehousing, Util.
Public Administration
Other Services
Wholesale
Information
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing

2000

2010

2018

24,533
38.5
5.6%
20.6%
56.5%
17.2%
6.6%
2.3%
$41,582

28,001
40.7
5.7%
20.1%
54.4%
19.8%
7.1%
4.6%
$51,459

28,529
42.9
5.6%
17.8%
54.0%
22.7%
10.9%
5.3%
$54,640

18.6%
13.7%
4.2%
4.7%
5.1%
9.7%
18.8%
6.2%
7.8%
4.0%
3.4%
1.5%
2.1%

19.7%
14.7%
7.5%
4.7%
5.0%
10.0%
11.2%
5.8%
9.8%
4.8%
3.6%
0.9%
2.4%

23.1%
15.2%
5.3%
3.9%
7.1%
9.7%
9.6%
5.9%
10.1%
6.0%
1.5%
0.9%
1.7%

The population of Dinwiddie County has increased approximately 16.2% since 2000 adding an
estimated 3,996 residents. In the past eight years there has been a 1.8% increase in population.
There has been a 2.8% decline in the 5 to 19 age group while the over 60 age group has increased
by about 5.5%. This change has also raised the median age by about 4.4 years from 38.5 to 42.9.
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The following map provides a view of population density by census tract based on 2010
census data.

The higher population densities are in the northeast sections of the County along the Chesterfield
County and Petersburg border. Similar population densities extend south along the I-85 corridor
to the Dinwiddie area. While there are some heavier populated areas, the rest of the County is rural
in nature with less than 100 people per square mile.

2

Financial Resources

Resources to financially support the fire protection system are outlined in this chapter. Dinwiddie
County is largely supported through real property, personal property, and other taxes.

Matrix Consulting Group
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Revenue

There are some revenues directly attributable to the DCFEMS as illustrated in the table that
follows.
Dinwiddie County Fire and EMS Revenue
FY2017

FY2018

FY2019
Projection

FY2020
Budget

Ambulance Charges
Donations
Fire Program Fund (Commonwealth)
EMS Funds (Commonwealth)
Miscellaneous Grants (Federal)

$720,076
$5,104
$89,299
$29,468
$7,500

$776,871
$4,035
$91,997
$30,032
$7,500

$770,778
$889
$95,248
$30,100
$7,500

$767,000
$0
$97,000
$30,100
$7,500

Total Revenues

$851,447

$910,435

$904,515

$901,600

As illustrated, ambulance charges are the largest revenue source for the department, accounting
for approximately 85% of revenue generated by the department in FY 2018.
2.

Expenditures

The table that follows includes the expenditures for the career services, volunteer fire companies
and the Emergency Communication Center (ECC). The capital expenditures are illustrated in a
separate table .
Dinwiddie Cunty Fire and EMS Expenditures
FY2017

FY2018

FY2019
Projection

FY2020
Budget

Volunteer Companies
Salaries and Benefits
Operating Expenditures
ECC Salaries and Benefits
ECC Operating Expenses
Fire Program Fund (Commonwealth)
EMS Funds (Commonwealth)
Miscellaneous Grants (Federal)

$490,823
$1,899,499
$277,679
$1,035,728
$256,352
$194,124
$85,938
$7,500

$561,150
$2,286,646
$303,003
$1,058,745
$260,064
$57,728
$24,737
$7,500

$572,414
$2,344,302
$305,784
$1,070,000
$287,237
$157,958
$16,811
$7,500

$595,911
$2,716,833
$417,052
$1,104,876
$316,620
$186,803
$108,395
$7,500

Total Operating Expenditures

$4,247,643

$4,559,573

$4,762,006

$5,453,990

As illustrated, salaries and benefits for the Fire & EMS Department and Emergency
Communications Center are the largest expenditure for the County Fire and EMS Department,
accounting for approximately 73.4% of expenditures in FY 2018.
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Dinwiddie County Fire and EMS Capital Improvements
FY2019
Projection

FY2020
Budget

$0
$6,566
$17,425
$842,655

$12,084
$26,645
$1,292,954

$40,500
$0
$0
$75,280

$866,646

$1,331,683

$115,780

FY2017

FY2018

Volunteer Companies - Capital
Capital Expenditures
ECC Capital Expenditures
Capital Improvement Fund - CIP

$45,689
$124,544
$39,692
$771,166

Total Capital Improvements

$981,091

As illustrated, capital expenditures vary greatly by year depending on the capital expenditures
required to support emergency and business operations of the Department

3
1.

Fire Rescue Services
Organization

The Dinwiddie County Fire and EMS provides fire suppression, fire prevention, emergency
medical services and emergency management services to the County. The Fire and EMS
Department is also responsible for the oversight of the Emergency Communication Center and
Animal Control Services in the County. This delivery system uses a combination of career and
volunteer personnel to provide these services.
The career system is funded by the County and began with the Department being the primary
provider of emergency medical services. Recently, the County began supplementing the fire
suppression services due to a lack of availability of volunteer staffing.
The volunteer system is provided by six volunteer fire companies located throughout the County.
Each organization provides fire suppression, fire prevention, public education, and rescue services.
Dinwiddie County owns all the buildings, apparatus, and equipment of both the career and
volunteer staffed fire and EMS stations. The DCF&EMS provides support and oversight to the six
volunteer fire companies. The following chart illustrates the organization of the fire protection
system
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Dinwiddie County Fire and EMS Organization Chart
Chief
Fire and EMS

Program Support
Specialist
Director
Emergency
Communications
ECC Shift
Supervisors (4)

A Shift ECO (3)

Animal Control
Manager

ACO and Pound
Staff (5)

Dinwiddie Fire and
Rescue Association

DCFRA Apparatus
/ Equipment
Committee

DCFRA EMS
Committee

DCFRA Training
Committee

Recruitment &
Retention
Committee

Fire and EMS
Coordinator Captain

Training Officer Recruitment &
Retention Coordinator
Lieutenant

Shift Supervisors (3)
Lieutenant

A Shift Dual Role
& EMS Only

B Shift ECO (3)

B Shift Dual Role
& EMS Only

Volunteer Fire and
EMS Companies (6)
C Shift ECO (3)

C Shift Dual Role
& EMS Only

D Shift ECO (3)

D Shift EMS Only

PT ECO (3)
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Workload and Activities

The Fire & EMS Department responds to emergency and non-emergency calls for service. The
following tables illustrate the activities of the department grouped by the type of call or detail.
Each year is from November 1 through October 31 of each year.
Calls for Service by Type
2016/2017

2017/2018

2018/2019

Total

Pct.

Auto Accidents
Medical Calls
Mutual Aid - EMS
Total Medical and Auto Accidents
Alarm – Activation
Mutual Aid - Fire
Other Type Fire
Rubbish Fire
Smoke Scare
Structure Fire
Vegetation/Brush/Debris Fires
Vehicle Fire
All Fire Calls
Rescue Calls - Industrial/Farm
Rescue Calls - Extrication
Rescue Calls - Elevator
Rescue Calls - Search
Rescue Calls - Technical
Rescue Calls - Water
All Rescue Calls
Fire Investigation
Railroad Calls
Hazardous Condition
Hazardous Materials
Service Calls
Stand By/Move Up Calls
Other Type of Calls

428
2,962
122
3,512
112
30
17
22
20
37
78
49
365
0
37
3
2
2
2
46
3
1
59
0
270
26
359

454
3,217
89
3,760
121
59
22
20
26
57
80
58
443
2
29
1
4
2
2
40
3
0
119
0
290
31
443

365
3,013
71
3,449
145
34
11
37
21
41
61
35
385
1
39
2
0
0
3
45
2
1
123
1
283
44
454

1,247
9,192
282
10,721
378
123
50
79
67
135
219
142
1,193
3
105
6
6
4
7
131
8
2
301
1
843
101
1,256

9.4%
69.1%
2.1%
80.6%
2.8%
0.9%
0.4%
0.6%
0.5%
1.0%
1.6%
1.1%
9.0%
0.0%
0.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.1%
1.0%
0.1%
0.0%
2.3%
0.0%
6.3%
0.8%
9.4%

Total Calls for Service

4,282

4,686

4,333

13,301

As illustrated above, medical calls account for majority of calls for service at 69.1% of the call
volume. Including auto accidents and mutual aid EMS calls, 80.6% of the call volume is related to
emergency medical services.
The following table displays the total number of calls for service handled by the department by
each hour and day of the week for the past three years. Both emergency and non-emergency calls
were included to provide an overall view of the service demands of the fire and EMS system.
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Calls for Service by Hour and Weekday
Hour
12am
1am
2am
3am
4am
5am
6am
7am
8am
9am
10am
11am
12pm
1pm
2pm
3pm
4pm
5pm
6pm
7pm
8pm
9pm
10pm
11pm
Total

Sun
56
40
52
43
40
43
56
53
65
93
100
130
98
100
113
109
108
127
86
114
92
89
76
40
1,923

Mon
62
35
45
28
31
40
72
85
90
113
111
105
112
93
109
102
121
108
114
108
89
79
55
56
1,963

Tue
44
30
31
31
34
33
50
70
86
79
112
109
99
92
111
93
116
122
105
96
84
63
79
44
1,813

Wed
41
39
41
42
32
35
55
84
93
79
102
108
110
102
94
104
108
126
105
88
88
75
60
61
1,872

Thu
42
36
40
39
25
41
56
80
76
94
86
87
103
104
102
95
118
108
94
104
110
69
64
59
1,832

Fri
59
43
35
36
40
31
54
77
89
104
96
117
90
93
100
105
106
138
112
97
100
103
84
65
1,974

Sat
56
53
34
34
48
42
46
64
78
97
88
109
92
113
96
98
116
93
121
92
125
81
102
46
1,924

Total
360
276
278
253
250
265
389
513
577
659
695
765
704
697
725
706
793
822
737
699
688
559
520
371
13,301

As illustrated above, calls for service varied by time of day and day of the week. The call volume
is heaviest from mid-morning through the 5 pm hour. The call volume is also heavier on the
weekends with the middle of the normal work week being slightly lower in terms of overall call
volume. The busiest time of the day is the 5 pm hour with the slowest hour being 4 am.
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The following chart further illustrates the calls for service by hour of the day.
Calls for Service by Hour of the Day
900

800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
12a

3a

6a

9a

12p

3p

6p

9p

As illustrated above, calls increase at the 7 am hour peaking at the 5 pm hour and remain steady
throughout the day between the 10 am hour and 8 pm hour. The calls begin to decline at the 8 pm
hour with 4 am being the slowest hour of the day.
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The following map illustrates the call for service demand using GIS technology to outline where
many of the calls are occurring.

As expected, the higher call volumes are in the northeast section of the County and following the
I-85 corridor south to McKenney. This also coincides with the population density in the previous
sections.
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Physical Resources

Service to Dinwiddie County is provided from six fire stations. The following map illustrates the
locations of those six fire stations.

All stations in the fire protection system have a volunteer staffing element. The number of
volunteers varies from station to station. Recruitment and retention of volunteer staff had primarily
been a function of each volunteer company. In 2019, a career position was hired and a standing
Matrix Consulting Group
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committee of the DCFRA was formed to specifically address recruitment and retention of both
volunteer and career staff. Career staffing is provided by the County. The career staffing is
separated by type. The fire staffing operates on a 56-hour work week schedule while the EMS
personnel operate on a 40-hour work week schedule. During the transition from all EMS to a
combined fire and EMS system, personnel were provided the option to train as firefighters or
continue as EMS employees. Eight personnel chose to not make the transition to the fire
suppression system and remain on the 40-hour schedule. Three of the six stations have career
personnel, two of which cross-staff fire and EMS units.
The Carson Station is physically located in Prince George County and is primarily managed as a
part of their fire protection system. However, due to its proximity to the Dinwiddie County and its
historical connection to both localities it is also considered an integral part of the fire protection
for Dinwiddie County.
The following tables illustrate the stations and staffing in the DCF&EMS fire protection system.
Dinwiddie County Fire and EMS
Company 1 - Dinwiddie Station
Description of
Use
Apparatus
Space
Assigned
Apparatus

13516 Boydton Plank Road

Located in the Dinwiddie area, providing service to the central sections of the County. This is a
combined career and volunteer staffed station.
Four Drive-Through Bays

Volunteers Assigned:

39

Unit ID

Year

Description

Type

Minimum Staffing

Engine 1
Tanker 1
Brush 1
Support 1
Responder 1
Medic 12
Medic 10
Medic 11
Haz Mat 1
MCI 1

2007
2002
2012
2007
2005
2017
2013
2015
2005
2010

Pierce
Pierce/Freightliner
Ford F-450
Dodge Pick Up
Ford Pick Up
International/PL
International/PL
International/PL
Wells Fargo Trailer
Wells Fargo Trailer

Type 1 Engine
Type 1 Tender
Type 6 Brush
Utility
BLS FR
EMS Transport
EMS Transport
EMS Transport
Hazardous Materials
Mass Casualty

2

Matrix Consulting Group
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Dinwiddie County Fire and EMS
Company 2 - Ford Station
Description of
Use
Apparatus
Space
Assigned
Apparatus

13402 Cox Road

Located in the northern section of the County, providing service to those northern areas along US460
including the Sutherland and Ford areas. There is second facility to house the watercraft and ATV
equipment. This is an all-volunteer staffed station.
Three Drive-Through Bays

Volunteers Assigned:

43

Unit ID

Year

Description

Type

Minimum Staffing

Engine 2
Tanker 2
Brush 2
Support 2
Squad 2
Medic 21
Boat 2
Boat 21
ATV 2
ATV 21
Engine 24
Res. Squad 2

2014
2007
1997
2006
2019
2002
2018
UNK
2008
2006
1993
2003

Spartan ERV
International/KME
Ford F-350
Chevrolet 2500
Hackney/Ford
Ford/Osage
Boat w/trailer
Polar Craft w/trailer
Polaris Ranger
Yamaha
Pierce
Ford/Pierce

Type 1 Engine
Type 1 Tender
Type 6 Brush
Utility
Type 2 Rescue
EMS Transport
Water Rescue
Water Rescue
Utility
Utility
Type 1 Engine
Type 2 Rescue

Volunteer Staffed

Dinwiddie County Fire and EMS
Company 3 - McKenney Station
Description of
Use
Apparatus
Space
Assigned
Apparatus

10507 Doyle Road

Located in McKenney, providing service the southern section of the County. This is a combined career
and volunteer staffed station.
Three Drive-Through Bays

Volunteers Assigned:

33

Unit ID

Year

Description

Type

Minimum Staffing

Engine 3
Tanker 3
Brush 3
Medic 32
Responder 3
Engine 34

2017
2019
2006
2015
2017
1997

Spartan ERV
KME
Ford F-350
International/PL
Chevrolet
E-One

Type 1 Engine
Type 1 Tender
Type 6 Brush
EMS Transport
Utility
Type 1 Engine

2
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Dinwiddie County Fire and EMS
Company 4 - Namozine Station
Description of
Use
Apparatus
Space
Assigned
Apparatus

3913 Pelham Avenue

This station uses a combination of career and volunteer staffing, providing service the northeast
sections of the County. The site also has a training facility with classroom and meeting space and
includes several training props.
Three Drive-Through Bays

Volunteers Assigned:

55

Unit ID

Year

Description

Type

Minimum Staffing

Engine 4
Tanker 4
Brush 4
Truck 4
Medic 42
Medic 41
Responder 4
Training Trailer 4
Engine 44

2014
2006
2008
1990
2014
2014
2005
2016
1993

Spartan ERV
Smeal/Spartan
Ford F-350
E-One
International/PL
International/PL
Ford
Arising Industries
Pierce

Type 1 Engine
Type 1 Tender
Type 6 Brush
Type 1 Ladder
EMS Transport
EMS Transport
Support
Training Trailer
Type 1 Engine

Volunteer Staffed

2

Dinwiddie County Fire and EMS
Company 5 - Old Hickory Station
Description of
Use
Apparatus
Space
Assigned
Apparatus

25813 Courthouse Road

This station provides service to the far southeastern sections of the County. It has a second section of
the building used to house support apparatus and related equipment. This is an all-volunteer staffed
station.
Four Bays

Volunteers Assigned:

19

Unit ID

Year

Description

Type

Minimum Staffing

Engine 5
Tanker 5
Brush 5
Squad 5
Support 5
Air/Light 5
ATV5

2014
2007
2011
2017
2003
2012

Spartan ERV
International/KME
Ford
Hackney/Ford
Ford
Look

Type 1 Engine
Type 1 Tender
Type 6 Brush
Light Rescue
Utility
Support Trailer
Utility/Support

Volunteer Staffed
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Fire Prevention

This function is managed by a Captain within the career ranks who also functions as the Fire &
EMS Coordinator. All fire safety inspections are conducted by this position as well as the plan
review for new construction. Volunteer fire companies will handle some of the courtesy
inspections as requested by the public.
Plan reviews for new construction projects include a 30-day turnaround while any fast-tracked
projects have a two-week turnaround. The fast-tracked projects are typically Economic
Development preferred projects that require a more expedient review process. Planning and
Zoning reported the plan reviews from the Fire Department are generally on time.
Public education programs are also a part of the fire prevention function. The volunteer companies
currently handle approximately 75% of the public education programs for the Department. The
balance of the programs is handled by career personnel.
5.

Training

Beginning in September 2019, a career Lieutenant was assigned to the Training Section. This
position is also responsible for recruitment and retention of the volunteer staff for the department.
For the career positions, any new staff already have their initial required State Fire and EMS
training completed. The Lieutenant is responsible for the continuing education programs to
maintain the required certifications.
Currently each volunteer fire company is responsible for their own training and education of the
members of their respective companies. The Lieutenant is to provide support, guidance, and
organization to the volunteer companies training programs to improve consistency in the volunteer
training programs.
There is no current recruiting or retention program for volunteers in the department. There is a
committee established through the DCFRA that is working on developing recruitment and
retention programs for the volunteer staffing.
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Communications Center

The Emergency Communications Center (ECC) is a division within the Fire & EMS Department
and is managed by the Director of the ECC. The ECC is the primary public safety answering point
(PSAP) in the County and provides dispatching services for fire, emergency medical services, and
law enforcement agencies in the County. In 2017 the ECC processed approximately 24,000 calls.
In addition to the Director, the ECC is staffed using four supervisors and fifteen dispatchers
working twelve-hour shifts. This provides a minimum staffing of three personnel per shift.
Training for the dispatchers includes a State mandated course for dispatching and the criminal
justice system. There is no state required training for dispatching fire or emergency medical
services. Additional training is provided through in-house programming that typically takes six to
eight months to complete.
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3 Summary of the Community Survey
As part of the Matrix Consulting Group’s standard of cover and strategic planning study for the
Dinwiddie County Fire& EMS Department, an anonymous survey was distributed to residents and
business owners in the County. The survey was designed to measure their view of services
provided, the value and quality of those services provided by the Fire Department. 424 people
responded to the survey.
In the following sections a complete analysis is presented for each of the questions. The overall
theme of themes of the survey are presented below related to the services provided by the County.
•

Respondents identified the emergency medical services as their number one service in
terms of importance provided by the County Fire Department.

•

Respondents expressed a rapid response was their highest service expectation.

•

Response time was ranked highest in terms of service concerns.

•

Overall, the respondents were satisfied with the quality of service they received.

•

There is an opportunity to improve the publics’ knowledge about the fire services in the
County.

The summary begins with a description of respondent characteristics.
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Community Identifiers

The survey was distributed using the Dinwiddie County website and through social media accounts
for the County and the Fire & EMS Department. A total of 424 responses were received and all
responses are confidential. Based on Census Bureau data this represents a 4.0% participation rate
of the 10,391 households.
While electronic survey responses were anonymous, the project team asked respondents to identify
their status in the County as a resident or non-resident. The following table summarize responses
to each of those questions.
Count

%

County Resident
Non-Resident

396
24

94.3%
5.7%

TOTAL

420

100%

Response

In addition, respondents were asked if they were an owner, manager or employee of a business or
industry in the County.
Count

%

Yes
No

13
14

48.1%
51.9%

TOTAL

27

100%

Response

In this response, 397 respondents skipped this question.
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Services Provided

Respondents were asked to rank each of the services provided by the department on a scale of 1
through 8 with 1 being the most important and 8 being the least important.
Service to the Community
#

Statement

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

Fire Suppression

46%

28%

15%

5%

2%

2%

1%

0%

2

Rescue - Basic and Technical

9%

33%

43%

10%

3%

1%

0%

1%

3

Emergency Medical Services

43%

30%

21%

4%

1%

0%

1%

0%

4

Hazardous Materials Response

1%

3%

10%

53%

17%

10%

3%

2%

5

Business Inspections

0%

0%

2%

6%

23%

28%

27%

14%

6

Public Fire/EMS Education

1%

3%

4%

7%

22%

26%

31%

5%

7

Fire Investigations

2%

1%

3%

13%

30%

24%

19%

7%

8

Public Displays and Events

1%

2%

1%

2%

2%

7%

16%

69%

Emergency responses are the highest ranked services provided by the Fire Department.
•

Emergency medical services is the top service: Combining the top three rankings, 94%
of the respondents felt the emergency medical services is the most important service.

•

Fire and rescue services is the second and third most important services: Combining
the top three rankings, 89% of the respondents felt fire suppression and 85% of the
respondents felt rescue services were the second most important services.

For a different perspective, the following chart illustrates the average ranking for each of the
services. The average is based on a scale of 1 through 10 with ten representing the most important
service.
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Overall Score
Public Displays and Events
Fire Investigations
Public Fire/EMS Education
Business Inspections
Hazardous Materials Response
Emergency Medical Services
Rescue - Basic and Technical
Fire Suppression
0.0

•
•

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

Emergency medical services averages 8.07 points while fire suppression averaged 8.01
points.
Basic and technical rescue averaged 7.26 points.

Overall, the respondents ranked the response to calls for service as more important than public
displays and business inspections.
Respondents were given the opportunity to identify other services that should be provided by the
department. Fifty-nine respondents provided comments, of those comments 35 responses were no,
n/a, or none. The points that follow provide a synopsis of the comments.
•
•
•
•

Public education to include open houses, CPR at discounted prices, smoke detector checks,
and smoke detector installation.
One comment about assisting with burning large piles of brush, possibly for a fee.
Using community paramedics.
Water rescue or dive team.

There are some areas that could be expanded in the future including the public education programs
and technical rescue responses based on the comments from the public. All the comments for this
question are included in the appendix .
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Service Expectations and Satisfaction

Service Expectations

Respondents were asked to identify their top three service expectations as it relates to the Fire &
EMS Department. They were provided eleven expectations. There were 324 respondents that
answered the question with 100 respondents skipping the question.
The first question is for the initial response to a call for service.
Service Expectations
Expectation
Accessible to the Community
Adequate Facilities
Appropriately Staffed
Community Focused
Courteous Staff
Fiscally Responsible
Good Equipment
Physically Fit
Professional Appearance
Rapid Response
Well Trained

Pct.

No.

8.6%
4.6%
51.5%
6.2%
5.2%
6.2%
37.7%
6.8%
1.9%
93.2%
91.4%

28
15
167
20
17
20
122
22
6
302
296

Most of the respondents (93%) have a high expectation of a rapid response and approximately
91% have a high expectation of well-trained staff to make that response. The chart that follows
provides a different perspective of the responses.
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Service Expectations
Rapid Response
Well Trained
Appropriately Staffed
Good Equipment
Accesible to the Community
Physically Fit
Fiscally Responsible
Communty Focused

Courteous Staff
Adequate Facilities
Professional Appearance
0.0% 10.0%20.0%30.0%40.0%50.0%60.0%70.0%80.0%90.0%100.0%

As illustrated, rapid response and well-trained personnel are of most importance to the
respondents. On the opposite end the professional appearance and facilities are not as important.
2.

Service Concerns

The following table outlines the responses about the concerns or worries regarding the Fire & EMS
Department. The statement, “Please select the top three concerns or worries you may have about
the department” was open to all respondents whether or not a service was used.
Service Concerns / Worries

Response Times
Training Levels
Staffing Levels
Equipment
Facilities
Fiscal Responsibility
Expanding Service to Meet Growth
Professional Appearance
Community Accessibility
Community Focused
Staff Courtesy

Pct

No.

71.9%
46.7%
64.4%
38.2%
6.9%
6.6%
47.0%
1.9%
5.4%
2.2%
5.0%

228
148
204
121
22
21
149
6
17
7
16

Response times is the largest concern for the public with staffing levels the second highest concern
for the future. The chart that follows provides a different perspective of the responses.
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Service Concerns
Staff Courtesy
Community Focused
Community Accessibility
Professional Appearance
Expanding Service to Meet Growth

Fiscal Responsibility
Facilities
Equipment
Staffing Levels
Training Levels
Response Times
0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

Expanding the service to meet the needs of a growing community received 47% of the respondents
concerns with training levels receiving 46%.

4

Customer Interactions

The survey questioned the respondent as to whether they had used the emergency services
provided by the Fire Department in the past two years. If they had utilized any emergency services,
they were provided an opportunity to rate those services.
1.

Respondent Interactions

Respondents were asked if they utilized any emergency services provided by the Fire& EMS
Department.
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Fire Department Interactions

Response
Yes
No
Total

Count

%

63
260
323

20%
80%
100%

Total responses to the survey were 424 respondents, of those 323 (76%) responded to this question.
Of the 323 respondents to this question, 63 (20%) have had some form of interaction with the
emergency services provided by the department.
The following table indicates the service that was utilized by the respondents. Of the 63
respondents that used services from the department, only 57 indicated the type of service that was
utilized.
Fire Department Service

Response
Fire
Emergency Medical Services
Public Service (lift assist, smoke detector
check, car seat check, etc.)
Fire Code Enforcement/Inspections
Total

2.

Count

%

15
40

26%
70%

1

2%

1
57

2%
100%

Interactions with Personnel

Respondents were asked to rate their experience with the Fire & EMS Department personnel.
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Personnel Interaction
Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Response time to your call for
assistance.

43%

38%

11%

9%

10

Knowledge of the personnel.

55%

36%

9%

0%

11

Responsiveness of the personnel.

56%

31%

11%

2%

12

Courtesy of the personnel

64%

23%

9%

4%

13

Your overall impression of the
personnel.

57%

32%

9%

2%

#

Statement

9

•

Respondents were satisfied with their response time: A majority (43%) rated the response
time as excellent with 80% rating the response as excellent or good. This coincides with the
service expectation responses previously noted.

In each of the statements, the personnel received high ratings from their knowledge, courtesy, and
overall impression. In fact, the knowledge of personnel was rated at 91% when the excellent and
good ratings are combined.
3.

Interaction Comments

Respondents were given the opportunity to provide additional comments related to their
experiences and interaction with the department.
Respondents were appreciative of the personnel and their efforts to provide a high level of service.
Many of the comments indicated the staff were helpful and professional. However, numerous
comments were directed at the long response times to some calls for service. Additionally, there
were comments related to the lack of staffing and the need for additional staff to provide the needed
services. These comments coincide with the service concerns expressed previously. All the
comments for this question are included in the appendix .
4.

Overall Interaction

Respondents were asked to provide their overall impressions of the Fire Department.
Overall Quality of Service
#

Statement

14

Rating the overall quality of service provided

Matrix Consulting Group
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Poor

56%
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Respondents were generally satisfied with the quality and response to their call for service.
Overall, the respondents were satisfied with the service: 56% of the respondents found the overall
services excellent and 89% of the respondents found the services to excellent or good. This concurs
with the previous section on personnel interactions.
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Open Ended Responses

The final section of the survey provided an open-ended statement to allow the respondents an
opportunity to further explain their responses to the previous questions and statements. It also
provided an avenue for the respondents to express their thoughts about the Fire & EMS Department
that may not have been addressed in any of the previous sections.
1.

Additional Comments

The statement requesting a response for this section was: “Please elaborate on any questions or
ratings you gave the department that may need further explanation or provide any additional
comments you may have.” There were 424 responses to the survey with 56 (13%) of the
respondents providing additional comments to this statement. Included in the 56 responses, 11
responses were no, n/a, or none.
•

Staffing is an issue many respondents noted in their responses: 24% of the respondents
provided statements that supported the use of additional personnel for the stations that
included both career and volunteer staffing.

•

Respondents indicated response time and station locations are a concern: Statements
indicated the response time was too long or there needs to be a station in a certain area such
as the Sutherland area. This theme was included in 20% of the comments.

2.

Other Comments

There were other comments made in the response to this question that were infrequent but should
be noted:
•

Making sure the fire departments keep up with the growth of the county.

•

I wish there were more community events, not just the money in the boot collection.

•

Response time is rather slow. I live 2 minutes from the fire department, and it took 15 – 20
minutes for them to get to me.

These comments would support a public education campaign to inform the public about the
services, their operation, and improvements that may be needed.
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4 Personnel Survey
The project team distributed an anonymous survey to the personnel of the department to gauge
their opinion on a number of topics related to the operations of the Department and potential
improvement opportunities. This report summarizes the results of the survey. The survey asked 3
types of questions:
•

General Questions: At the beginning of the survey, respondents were asked to provide
some information about their role within the Department and tenure with the County. These
responses are used in this analysis to explore any differences in responses between groups
of respondents.

•

Multiple Choice Questions: Respondents were presented with a number of multiplechoice statements, where they indicated their level of agreement or disagreement with
statements on a variety of topics related to the department.

•

Open-ended Response Questions: At the end of the survey, respondents were given the
opportunity to provide additional comments in an open-ended format that allowed for
unguided input and were asked for opinions about the department’s strengths and
opportunities for improvement.

The link to the online survey was distributed in August and September to 200 members through
email, Fire & EMS Department website links, and social media sites for the volunteer fire
companies. A total of 80 members participated in the survey for a response rate of 40%.
In the following sections a complete analysis is presented for each of the questions, but overall
themes are presented below in terms of strengths and opportunities for improvement.
A.

Findings of Strengths

•

Fire & EMS Department staff felt strongly that they provide a high level of service to the
community and that their approach to public safety improves the quality of life in
Dinwiddie County.

•

Respondents felt the residents view them as a high priority and that they have a positive
relationship with the residents.

•

Staff felt the fire stations provide a safe workplace.

B.

Findings of Potential Improvement Opportunities

•

The staff felt the department needs a vision and direction for the future.
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•

Respondents indicated the staffing needs to be increased to meet the needs of the County
and the demands for services.

•

Staff indicated the training facilities, props, and programming could be improved.

The following sections provide the results of the personnel survey.

1

Personnel Demographics

The electronic survey responses were anonymous however, the project team asked respondents to
provide some information about their position for comparison purposes. The following charts
summarize responses to each of those questions.

Rank of Respondents
Support

Probationary

Firefighter/EMT

Company Officer

Chief Officer
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Rank of Respondents
Rank
Chief Officer
Company Officer
Firefighter/EMT
Probationary
Support
Total

Count

Percentage

9
16
51
3
1
80

11%
20%
64%
4%
1%
100%

Firefighter/EMT’s are the most common (64%) survey respondent, while Company Officer (20%)
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and Chief Officer (11%) are the next two ranks with the most respondents.
The survey inquired about their years of service with the department. The following chart and table
detail the responses received.

Years of Service
Over 20 years

10 - 20 years

3 - 10 years

Less than 3 years
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

Years of Service
Time
Less than 3 years
3 - 10 years
10 - 20 years
Over 20 years
Total

Count

Percentage

12
32
20
16
80

15%
40%
25%
20%
80%

The years of service for the department is evenly split with approximately 40% of the respondents
with 3 to 10 years of experience and 45% of the respondents with more than 10 years’ experience.
Retirements could present an issue in the future as 20% of the respondents have over 20 years with
the department.

2

Open Ended Responses

This section provided five statements related to the service provided to the community by the
department. The respondents were asked to provide their opinion based on these statements. The
response options were “strongly agree” (SA), “agree” (A), “neither agree or disagree” (Neither),
“disagree” (D), and “strongly disagree” (SD). Respondents could also opt out of responding to the
statement at all, in which case they were not counted among the respondents for that statement.
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Fifteen of the eighty respondents did not provide a response.
1.

Service to the Community

This collection of statements was aligned with how the respondents thought the department is
viewed by the community and its residents.
Service to the Community
#

Statement

SA

A

Neither

D

SD

1

Our Department provides a high level of
service for the community.

23%

45%

17%

14%

1%

2

Residents view our Department as a high
priority.

25%

44%

22%

9%

0%

3

Our Department has positive relationships
with County residents.

31%

57%

11%

1%

0%

4

Our approach to providing services improves
the quality of life in Dinwiddie County.

23%

47%

15%

15%

0%

5

We have an effective communication plan to
engage the community.

6%

39%

22%

25%

8%

The heaviest concentration of responses to these statements fell into the “agree” and “strongly
agree” categories.
•
•
•

•

•

The Department provides a high level of service: About 68% of the respondents agree
with Statement #1 and feel there is a high level of service provided to the County.
The Department is a high priority: A majority of the respondents (69%) felt the residents
view the Department as a high priority.
Respondents feel there is a positive relationship with the residents: Most (88%) of the
respondents agree with Statement #3 and feel there is a positive relationship with the
residents of the County.
Fire protection services improve the quality of life in the County: About 70% of the
respondents feel the fire protection services improve the quality of life while 15% disagree
with Statement #4.
The Department has an effective communication plan: The respondents were split with
45% agreeing with the statement and 33% disagreeing with this statement.

At the end of these statements, the respondents were allotted space to provide additional comments
regarding their “disagree” and “strongly disagree” responses to the statements. Eighteen
respondents (28% of the 65 respondents) provided comments.
•

The need for additional staffing was noted in many of the responses.
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There is a feeling that more community engagement is needed.

All the comments related to these statements are provided in Appendix A.
2.

Service to the Community Assets

Respondents were allotted space to identify the “one thing the Fire and EMS does well” in
providing service to the community. Forty-seven (59%) respondents provided comments to this
question.
•
•

The emergency medical services provide a high level of care.
Customer service and community involvement

All the comments for this query are provided in Appendix A.
3.

Service to the Community Improvements

Respondents were allotted space to identify the “one thing the Fire & EMS need to improve” in
providing service to the community. Fifty-one (64%) respondents provided comments to this
question.
•
•
•

3

Additional staffing is needed for Fire & EMS units. This was noted in 22% of the
responses.
Improvements to the relationships between the volunteer staff and the career staff.
Improving the training programs for both volunteer and career personnel and the
opportunities for these programs.

Management and Administration

This section provided four statements related to the management of the Fire Department. The
respondents were asked to provide their opinion based on these statements. The response options
were “strongly agree” (SA), “agree” (A), “neither agree or disagree” (Neither), “disagree” (D),
and “strongly disagree” (SD). Respondents could also opt out of responding to the statement at all,
in which case they were not counted among the respondents for that statement. Fifteen of the eighty
respondents did not provide a response.
1.

Department Vision and Direction

Respondents provided their opinions related to the future direction of the Department.
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Vision and Direction
#

Statement

8

Our Department has a clear vision / direction
for the future.
I am kept informed of important
Departmental information.
My performance expectations are made clear.

9

The Fire Department operates efficiently.

6
7

SA

A

Neither

D

SD

6%

35%

25%

23%

11%

12%

32%

15%

22%

19%

12%

60%

15%

11%

2%

5%

40%

18%

23%

14%

The respondents generally feel there is a general lack of vision for the Department, but expectations
are clear.
•

There is a mixed feeling on the vision for the future within the Fire & EMS
Department: Most (41%) of the respondents feel there is a clear vision for the Department,
while some (34%) felt there is a clear vision and others (25%) did not have an opinion.
Opinion on Departmental information is split: A plurality (44%) feel they are kept
informed of important department information, 41% of all respondents disagree with
Statement #7.
Performance expectations are clear: A majority (72%) opine their performance
expectations are clear while 13% of the respondents disagree with Statement #8.
Operates are generally efficient: Most (45%) of the respondents feel the Department
operates efficiently while others (37%) disagree with Statement #9.

•

•
•

At the end of these statements, the respondents were allotted space to provide additional comments
regarding their “disagree” and “strongly disagree” responses to the statements. Twenty-three
respondents (35% of the 65 respondents) provided comments.
•
•
•

4

Many of the comments related to a disconnect between the individual volunteer
departments and the departments and the career staff.
Communication issues were cited by some groups, such as the firefighter level or the
part-time personnel, do not receive timely information.
There is a lack of uniformity in the operations of the shifts and between the volunteer
departments.

Open Ended Responses

This section provided five statements related to the training and education of the Fire & EMS
Department. The respondents were asked to provide their opinion based on these statements. The
response options were “strongly agree” (SA), “agree” (A), “neither agree or disagree” (Neither),
“disagree” (D), and “strongly disagree” (SD). Respondents could also opt out of responding to the
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statement at all, in which case they were not counted among the respondents for that statement.
Eighteen of the eighty respondents did not provide a response.
Training
#

Statement

SA

A

Neither

D

SD

10

We receive the practical training we need to
keep all of our skills high.

8%

32%

23%

26%

11%

11

Our Department places a high value on
ensuring proper training for field personnel.

8%

36%

19%

24%

13%

8%

34%

21%

26%

11%

10%

45%

16%

21%

8%

6%

25%

21%

23%

25%

12
13
14

Training props and equipment are adequate
for practical training evolutions and
activities.
Entry level training is readily available.
Advanced or specialized training is offered to
allow progression within the department.

The training programs are adequate but there is an overall sense the training programs can be
improved.
•

•
•

•
•

Practical training is provided to keep skills high: Most (40%) of the respondents feel
the practical training is adequate, while 37% of the respondents disagree with Statement
#10 indicating there are improvement opportunities for training sessions.
There is high value placed on training within the Fire Department: 44% of the
respondents agree with Statement #11 with 37% in disagreement.
Training facilities are adequate for the Fire Department: Most (42%) of the
respondents feel the facilities serve the purpose, while 37% disagree with Statement #12.
The training facilities are located at Station 4 and have limited outdoor areas.
Entry level training is readily available: A majority (55%) of the respondents agree with
Statement #13 with 29% in disagreement.
Advanced training availability allows progression in the Fire Department: 48% of the
respondents disagree with Statement #14 with 31% in agreement.

At the end of these statements, the respondents were allotted space to provide additional comments
regarding their “disagree” and “strongly disagree” responses to the statements. Twenty-six
respondents (42% of the 62 respondents) provided comments.
•
•
•

The volunteer and career staffs do not train together.
Approximately 34% of the comments indicated advanced training is left to the individual
with no real advanced training occurring within the department.
The training facility to be improved and training props are needed to practice and improve
practical skills such as forcible entry and ventilation props.
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Physical Resources

This section provided eight statements related to the physical resources of the Fire & EMS
Department. The respondents were asked to provide their opinion based on these statements. The
response options were “strongly agree” (SA), “agree” (A), “neither agree or disagree” (Neither),
“disagree” (D), and “strongly disagree” (SD). Respondents could also opt out of responding to the
statement at all, in which case they were not counted among the respondents for that statement.
Seventeen of the eighty respondents did not provide a response.
1.

Apparatus and Equipment

Respondents provided their opinions related to the apparatus and equipment.
Apparatus and Equipment
#

Statement

SA

A

Neither

D

SD

15

We have the appropriate apparatus to provide
high levels of service.

27%

56%

6%

10%

1%

16

Our apparatus has the appropriate equipment
to provide effective service.

30%

59%

5%

6%

0%

17

Our Fire and EMS apparatus is well
maintained.

18%

44%

14%

14%

10%

18

Our Fire and EMS equipment is well
maintained.

18%

59%

17%

5%

1%

Respondents generally feel the equipment is appropriate and well maintained however, some
improvements can be made.
•
•

•
•

Apparatus is appropriate to provide high levels of service: A majority (83%) opined
the apparatus is appropriate while 11% of the respondents disagree with Statement #15.
Equipment on the apparatus is appropriate to deliver high levels of service: 89% of
the respondents agree with Statement #16 indicating the equipment being carried and used
enables the Fire Department to provide an effective service.
Maintenance of apparatus is sufficient: 62% of the respondents feel the apparatus is
sufficiently maintained while 24% feel there is an opportunity for improvement.
Equipment is maintained at a high level: A majority (77%) believe the equipment is well
maintained, while 6% disagree with Statement #18 with 17% having no opinion.

At the end of these statements, the respondents were allotted space to provide additional comments
regarding their “disagree” and “strongly disagree” responses to the statements. Seventeen
respondents (27% of the 63 respondents) provided comments.
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•

41% of the comments indicated there are maintenance issues with the ambulances and
they are consistently in need of repair.
•
Preventive maintenance seems to be an issue as it was mentioned in 23% of the comments.
All the comments related to these statements are provided in Appendix A.
2.

Fire Stations

Respondents provided their opinions related to the fire stations. For these statements, respondents
could also choose “neither agree or disagree” to indicate neutral feelings or opinions.
Facilities
#

Statement

SA

A

Neither

D

SD

19

The locations of our fire stations are effective
in meeting the needs of the County.

11%

54%

11%

19%

5%

20

Our fire stations provide a safe workplace.

17%

67%

13%

3%

0%

21

Our fire stations are well maintained.

14%

59%

16%

8%

3%

22

Our fire stations meet the needs of the
Department.

16%

54%

13%

13%

4%

Respondents opined the fire stations are positioned in appropriate locations and have a safe
workplace but there are opportunities for improvement.
•

•
•

•

Fire Station locations are effective in meeting the needs of the County: Most (65%) of
the respondents feel the stations are located in the most effective areas to meet the needs
of the County.
Fire Stations provide a safe workplace: 84% of the respondents agree with Statement
#20 the Fire Stations provide a safe work environment for the personnel.
The Fire Stations are well maintained: 73% of the respondents feel the stations are well
maintained, 11% disagree with Statement #21. Another 16% had a neutral opinion
indicating there could an opportunity to improve.
The Fire Stations are meeting the needs of the Fire Department: A majority (70%) of
the respondents were in agreement with Statement #22, while 17% disagree and 13% are
neutral indicating the Fire Stations are meeting the needs of the Fire Department.

At the end of these statements, the respondents were allotted space to provide additional comments
regarding their “disagree” and “strongly disagree” responses to the statements. Eighteen
respondents (28% of the 63 respondents) provided comments.
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Response times and station locations were included 44% of the comments indicating the
fire stations need to be moved or additional stations built to provide coverage.
Some of the fire stations do not have the interior space to adequately house career staff.
Fire stations are aging creating maintenance issues.

Open Ended Responses

This section of the survey provided four open-ended statements to allow the respondents the
opportunity to explain or expound upon their responses to the above noted sections. It also
provided a mechanism for the respondents to express their thoughts on strengths and opportunities
for improvement within the Fire Department.
1.

Changes to the Department

The respondents were asked “if they could change one thing in the Fire Department, what would
that be?” Of the 80 respondents, 46 (58%) provided comments addressing this question.
Improvements to the training facility and to training programs was included in many of the
comments. Increased staffing was also included in many of the comments. The following table
provides a detailed review of the comments as enumerated in the responses.
Changes to the Department

Theme
Training
Volunteer Issues
Staffing

Pct.
24.0%
21.7%
17.4%

Within the context of the volunteer issues as noted in the previous table, the statements primarily
referenced the division between the career staff and the volunteer staff at the various stations.
2.

Strengths of the Department

Of the 80 respondents, 38 (48%) provided comments addressing their views of the strengths of the
Fire Department.
Equipment and apparatus were highlighted in the comments. Emergency medical services and
teamwork was cited in many of the comments. Training was noted in the comments related to the
programs that did occur and the fact that personnel were willing to train. The following table
provides a detailed review of the comments as enumerated in the responses.
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Strengths of the Department

Theme
Equipment/Apparatus
EMS
Training

3.

Pct.
29.0%
18.4%
18.4%

Improvement Opportunities

The survey had 80 respondents with 39 (49%) providing comments related to opportunities to
improvement the department or the level of service.
The need for additional training and training opportunities were the primary comments in this
section. Of the 39 responses in this section, 46.1% addressed training issues and 28.2% mentioned
increasing the staffing as an area for improvement. The table below illustrates the top four
responses for improvement opportunities.
Improvement Opportunities

Theme
Training
Communications
Staffing
Volunteers

Pct.
46.1%
33.3%
28.2%
28.2%

Improving the communication between the administration and the staff was cited in 33.3% of the
comments. The volunteers were mentioned related to recruitment and retention and improving the
relations between the volunteers and career staff.
4.

Additional Comments

This last section is an area that was established to allow the respondent to address issues they felt
they needed to address based on the previous statements and to provide any additional comments
relative to the survey and the Fire & EMS Department.
Comments in this section continued to address training and volunteer issues. In the training
comments discussion continued about the need for training facilities and for better programming.
The volunteer comments recognized there are some talented volunteer members but there is a
division between the career staff and the volunteer staff.
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5 Stakeholder Work Sessions
In addition to the anonymous survey for the personnel to provide feedback for the planning
process, a focus group of key stakeholders was assembled to discuss the results of the surveys and
provide additional insight.
The stakeholders represented a cross section of officers and line personnel and career and volunteer
members. The stakeholders met to discuss the findings of the surveys and to establish goals and
objectives to address the comments and concerns from the personnel and the community.
Smaller workgroups of four to five people were created to deliberate on one of several topics. Each
workgroup was then allotted time to present their findings to the stakeholders for discussion and
vetting of ideas. The stakeholders focused on five areas that are outlined in the following sections.

Vision and Mission
The stakeholders collectively reviewed and commented on the vision statement, mission statement,
and the core values of the organization. The group discussed the current statements and core values
and elected to update these statements. The idea was to improve these statements to fit the current
organization and to them more user friendly.
Vision Statement: To excel at the delivery of superior community service.
Mission Statement: To be prepared, improve continuously, and the honor our core values.
Core Values: DCF&EMS CARES.
C – Community.
A – Accountability.
R – Resilience.
E – Empathy.
S – Safety
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Organizational

Goal 1-1

Establish Fire & EMS department structure, organization, roles and responsibilities

This section was not considered within a smaller workgroup but was addressed by the stakeholders
as a part of the overall discussion. Concerns were expressed about the unification of standard
operating procedures and station operations between the five fire companies that operate as the
Dinwiddie County Fire and Emergency Medical Services Department. The discussion centered
around the different nuances between the fire companies and the operation within that company.
Although the stakeholders agreed the differences were getting better but the work to unify the
guidelines needed to continue.

Goal 1-2

Goal 1-3

Goal 1-4

2

Unification of Station Operating Guidelines

Insure all system Policies, Protocols and SOG’s remain updated

Improve the participation of volunteer personnel of the Fire & EMS Department.

Public Knowledge and Education

The community survey contained several comments that alluded to the lack of knowledge the
residents have about their fire service. The comments in the following table are some of those
comments.
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Respondents Comments
#

Responses

1
2

Don't need paid fire fighters sitting around at McKenney doing nothing 98% of time.
30 minute response time is ridiculous.
When I questioned the staff about why their response time was extended, they advised that they were
career firefighters responding from a second due station because the volunteers did not respond.
I live 10 minutes from company 2 why did it take the ambulance crew over 30 minutes to get to my
mother when she had her heart attack?
Making sure the fire departments keep up with the growth of the county.
Response time is rather slow. I live 2 minutes from fire department and it took 15-20 minutes for them to
get to me
Response times are entirely too long. 30-45 min waits for Fire or EMS is ridiculous. Then the apparatus
aren’t always properly staffed
It is my understanding the county employs part time ems that are also trained in firefighting, but they do
not utilize them as such and often time go understaffed even with these employees being available. I also
understand some of the part time employees have more experience in certain tasks than the full time
employees.
Dinwiddie is growing so fast and big county, we need to keep up with our growth with Fire/EMS
coverage
Why not have more staffed stations? Why can’t every station have an ambulance crew?

3
4
5
6
7

8

9
10

The group acknowledged some of the comments do have merit for other areas of the department
but that is also supports the lack of knowledge about their fire department. In the northern sections
of the County there is an influx of new residents coming from more urban areas. Their experience
with a fire protection system is much different than what a suburban/rural type of fire protection
system will deliver. In many instances some do not understand a volunteer system and what is
required to deliver an effective service.
The group discussed various ways to educate the public about their fire department. This included
school programs, county fair, and other public events. The consensus was the programs need to be
proactive and not reactive. The department needs to engage the public, both adults and the children,
with the same messaging. Creating a speakers bureau to deliver the messaging and to be consistent
was an objective to achieve the engagement of the public.

Goal 2-1

Engage and educate our residents about their Fire Department
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Training and Education

Over 91% of the Community respondents expect a well trained staff to make the responses to calls
for service. They further expressed, approximately 47%, their concerns for the training levels of
the Fire & EMS Department staff.
Within the personnel surveys, improvements to the training facilities and availability of advanced
training programs were among the items noted. Most felt the entry level training was sufficient.
The workgroup discussions included performance objectives, progression of training, and the need
for specialized programs.
The Fire& EMS Department currently has a training committee made up of various individuals
from the fire companies. The group expressed a desire to maintain the committee and to provide
continued support from the department. The group highlighted other opportunities for the training
committee to work toward completing. These include increasing the participation of members in
training activities, cultivating the combined training between volunteer and career members, and
Additionally, the group expressed a desire to have the basic training opportunities to be provided
on a regular basis to aid in the recruiting efforts.

Goal 3-1

Continue to support the Training Committee

The personnel surveys noted the needs for more advanced training availability. The workgroup
discussions centered around several issues and there are two goals to get to the needs of the
department. The types of programming is the first step in creating availability of advanced training.
Among the needs identified by the workgroup is officer development courses, instructor courses,
and hazardous materials courses. Additional courses in various other topics would follow as the
needs are identified. Once the courses are established the courses need to be communicated to the
membership so everyone has an opportunity to attend the training session.
Along the same path is the progression of training programs. Establishing performance objectives
for the completion of the various levels of training and certifications. For example, a new recruit
has 18 months to complete and acquire the Firefighter I certification. Once these performance
objectives are established, they will need to be communicated to the membership and new recruits.
To further the advancement, each position would have qualifications to advance to the next level.
For example, to become an engineer there are certain courses that need to be completed. To become
an officer there are certain courses that will be required. Again, once these objectives are
established, they will need to be communicated to the membership and the courses will need to be
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available. These two goals will also provide support to the concerns expressed by the community
of having well trained responders and to meet their expectations.

Goal 3-2

Goal 3-3

Goal 3-4

Provide basic training opportunities on a regular basis to support the recruitment of new
members

Establish a progression for training programs

Improve the availability of advanced education courses

The current training facilities do not provide the types props and space to allow for practical
training. The current training tower located at the Namozine Station is unusable above the second
floor and space is limited for apparatus access. There is property available for a new training
facility on Wheelers Pond Road at the landfill site. This area has adequate space available and is
located near the center of the County.

Goal 3-5

4

Improve the training facilities and props

Internal Communications

Communications issues were identified in the personnel surveys as an area to improve upon.
Comments from the respondents indicated there is a disconnect between the individual volunteer
departments and the career staff and some smaller groups not receiving information in a timely
manner.
In addition to the survey document, the workgroup established there is a lack of passing along
information or other communications that are not delivered. There are last minute communications
that are not communicated across the department and there is no mechanism for the receiver to
acknowledge receipt of the communications. The workgroup identified several platforms to
improve the communications within the department. The first platform was to create a daily agenda
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type document that would be sent by the Station 1 Lieutenant to everyone in the department that
included such items as staffing, staffing needs for the shift, and plans for the day. This would allow
everyone to know what is happening for the shift as it would be sent early in the shift.
For long term plans the workgroup suggested a schedule calendar available to all in the department.
This platform would include major plans and events, training opportunities, and public education
events. The calendar would be updated periodically to allow everyone to have an opportunity to
attend the events.
The stakeholders further discussed the communications issues suggesting the emails may not be
the best platform as many of the volunteers may not have access to their emails on a regular basis.
Other phone applications were suggested such as Active 911 or other social media platforms may
be a better mechanism to provide the communications.
One of the goals in the improvement to communications was to increase the participation of the
members of the department, more specifically to engage the volunteer staff. Improving the
communications is the first step, the second step is the responsibility of the recipients to
acknowledge and respond to the messages.

Goal 4-1

5

Improve Department wide communications on staffing, training, and major events.

Emergency Operations

The group spent some time discussing the emergency operations of the Fire Department. Included
in the discussion was the need for additional personnel for both the volunteer and career staff.
Using the data included in the Standard of Cover document, they identified the need for the peak
time medic unit to be staffed for 24 hours. They further felt the unit should be moved to Fire
Company 2 to provide improved coverage to the area. They further identified the need to end the
cross staffing of Engine 1 and Medic 12 to increase the availability of a medic unit and the provide
a dedicated engine company in the County. Further discussion on these issues is contained in a
subsequent chapter. The discussion also included the need for a Duty Officer for a 24 hour shift.
The purpose is to provide a supervisory type position for the shifts, a position to ensure policies
and procedures are followed, and to provide support to the shift and the administration of the
department. The discussion continued to include the volunteer and career chiefs as a part of the
rotation. Qualifications would need to be established for those chief officers willing to participate.
This type of position is also connected to improving the participation of the volunteer staff and to
assist in solidifying the working relationships between the volunteer and career staffs.
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Establish a 24-hour Duty Officer for the Fire &EMS department

Improve response times across the emergency services system

Improve the available staffing for emergency medical services calls

Improve response times and resource density in the identified suburban area of the county
by adding an additional station.

Recruitment and Retention

The discussion continued to the volunteer staffing and the issues that are confronting the new
recruits and to those that are becoming new officers of the department. In the area of recruits the
new recruitment and retention workgroup have been working on a plan for both the recruitment
and retention of volunteer staff members.
Goal 6-1

Formally adopt and implement the department wide Recruitment and Retention Plan
(Appendix B)

One of the issues that faces any department in an area where competition is high for quality
personnel to fill positions is to remain competitive in both salary and benefits. This is especially
true with the need for advanced life support EMS providers. While some of the control of this
issue falls outside the Fire & EMS department; the department should work closely with county
administration and human resources to ensure a competitive compensation package, in order to
attract quality candidates for hiring.

Goal 6-2

Establish a process to ensure compensation remains competitive in the area market
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Acquire and deploy a stand-alone website for the Fire & EMS department
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6 Emergency Operations
In making decisions about the emergency services system, it is important for the leadership of
Dinwiddie County to understand the science behind the location of resources, the deployment
strategies of those resources, and other factors necessary to form an effective emergency services
system. For many years the Insurance Services Office (ISO) had set the standard for deployment
through their Public Protection Classification system. This system was designed to provide
insurers a basis for setting insurance rates and to limit their exposure to large losses and
catastrophic events. While these efforts provided a good starting point, there is much more for the
leadership to know while making decisions about the emergency services in Dinwiddie County.
Nationally, a great deal of effort and research has been put into developing performance objectives
for the delivery of fire and emergency medical services. This effort is critical for local governments
making decisions about deployment and location of emergency resources. The objectives
promoted for Fire/Rescue and EMS providers have their basis derived from research that has been
conducted in these two critical issues:
•

What is the key point in a fire’s “life” for gaining control of the blaze while minimizing
the impact on the structure of origin and on those structures around it?

•

What is the impact of the passage of time on survivability for victims of cardiac arrest?

1

Emergency Medical Services

Emergency medical services are and have become a significant part of the emergency services
system. Not only are these types of calls rising but are also wide ranging in terms of the types of
calls that services are receiving. As a part of the overall healthcare system, the design of emergency
medical response systems must incorporate appropriate care in a time sensitive manner.
From a scientific position, the American Heart Association states that brain and permanent death
starts to occur in 4 to 6 minutes following cardiac arrest. Trauma events are also at the forefront
of time sensitive response. In 2015, a national awareness program was launched called “Stop the
Bleed”. This program is based on a person that is bleeding profusely could die within five minutes
without intervention.
For perspective, the following graph illustrates the survivability of cardiac patients related to the
time onset:
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Survival Rate after Sudden Cardiac Arrest
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The graph illustrates the chances of survival of sudden cardiac arrest diminish approximately 10%
for each minute that passes before the initiation of CPR and/or defibrillation. These dynamics are
the result of extensive studies of the survivability of patients suffering from cardiac arrest.
While the demand for services in EMS is wide ranging, the survival rates for full arrests are often
utilized as benchmarks for response time standards as they are more readily evaluated because of
the ease in defining patient outcomes (a patient either survives or does not). This research results
in the recommended objective of provision of basic life support within 4-minutes of notification
and the provision of advanced life support within 8 minutes of notification.
Considering the response time continuum, the response time goal for emergency services is to
provide BLS within 6 minutes of the onset of the incident (including detection, dispatch and travel
time) and ALS within 10 minutes. This is often used as the foundation for a two-tier system where
fire resources function as first responders with additional (ALS) assistance provided by responding
ambulance units and personnel.
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Fire Suppression Services

Much like emergency medical services, the goal of fire suppression systems is to save lives and
minimize property damage. Every structure fire goes through the same process of development.
The growth of that fire is dependent on many factors including fuel loads, the types of materials,
and the area involved to name a few items. There is one point, “flashover”, that is identifiable and
serves as a benchmark for the response of resources.
The chart that follows, illustrates the traditional “flashover” curve for interior structure fires. The
point in time represented by the occurrence of “flashover” is critical because it defines when all
the contents of a room become involved in the fire. Once this occurs, the space becomes untenable
for firefighters and un-survivable for any occupants. With the rapid expansion of the fire, there is
additional risk to other areas of the structure and potentially to any structures or wildland areas
surrounding the original location of the fire.

Note that this illustration depicts a fire from the moment of inception – not from the moment that
a fire is detected or reported. This demonstrates the importance of early detection and fast
reporting as well as rapid dispatch of responding units. This also shows the critical need for a
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rapid (and sufficiently staffed) initial response – by quickly initiating the attack on a fire,
“flashover” can be averted.
It should be noted that not every fire will reach flashover – and that not every fire will “wait” for
the 8-minute mark to reach flashover. In fact, research conducted in 2010 by the Underwriter
Laboratories determined the increased use of synthetic materials in the home has created faster
flashover times to less than 4 minutes in some of their tests. Modern home furnishings made of
foam, plastics, or other petroleum-based products have increased the available fuel load for a fire.
Additionally, construction techniques and components have increased the efficiency of our homes
but has added a new dimension to fire growth.

3

National Response Time Criteria

The expression of response time has changed. In years past the measurement was expressed as an
average of time. This essentially represents how the system or department is performing 50% of
the time and is not a true reflection of how a department is performing. With the research that has
been performed in developing performance standards and practices the use of fractal time has
become the best practice in the measurement and presentation of response time components.
Fractal response time measures how often (as a percent of calls) a department can perform within
each response time component. The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) and the Center
for Public Safety Excellence (CPSE) use the 90th percentile as the standard to meet for benchmark
and baseline criteria. Benchmark measurements are described as the industry best practice.
Baseline measurements are described as the actual performance of the organization.
Response time to an emergency or call for assistance has been broken down into measurable and
non-measurable segments. The response time continuum begins when the state of normalcy
changes to a recognizable emergency. The following chart outlines the cascade of events that
occurs once an emergency starts or is recognized. Those highlighted points represent hard data or
that which is quantitative versus soft data or that which is subjective and unknown.
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Response Time Continuum
State of Normalcy
Discovery of Emergency
Reaction to Emergency
Call Received by PSAP
Call Processing
Response Units Notified
Turnout Time
Units Responding
Travel Time
Units Arriving
Mitigation Begins
Mitigation Completed
State of Normalcy Returns

The highlighted points in the chart above represent three segments that can be used for evaluation;
call processing, turnout time, and travel time. Each of these components represent a different point
in the response time continuum and through their measurement and evaluation areas for
improvement can be identified. Below are the definitions for the three components:


Call Processing is the defined as beginning when the call taker answers the call and ends
with the dispatching of appropriate emergency services.



Turnout Time is defined as beginning when the emergency service receives the call and is
on the apparatus responding (wheels rolling) to the call.



Travel Time is defined as beginning when the apparatus and personnel begin the response
(wheels rolling) and ends once on location of the emergency (wheels stopped).

The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), Center for Public Safety Excellence (CPSE),
and the Insurance Services Office (ISO) offered reference points for communities to follow relative
to fire service responses, however, only NFPA 1720 Standard for the Organization and
Deployment of Fire Suppression Operations, Emergency Medical Operations, and Special
Operations to the Public by Volunteer Fire Departments offers any specificity. It is important to
note the performance objectives (in terms of response times) provided in the NFPA 1720 document
are derived from the basic research previously described. The following table is from NFPA 1720
illustrating the response time and staffing for the response to structural fires.
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NFPA 1720 Response Time and Staffing
Demand Zone
Urban
Suburban Area
Rural Area
Remote Area

Demographics
Greater than 1,000
per sq. mile
500 - 1,000 per sq.
mile
Less than 500 per
sq. mile
Travel Distance
greater than / equal
to 8 miles

Minimum Staff

Response Time

Meets Objective

15

9 minutes

90%

10

10

80%

6

14

80%

4

Dependent on
Travel Distance

90%

It is also critical to note that these time objectives apply to emergency calls for service – there is
nothing in the NFPA documents (nor in any other objective) that suggests that communities cannot
establish a differential response to calls for service determined to be non-emergency in nature.
Previously the Center for Public Safety Excellence had defined benchmark and baseline response
times for each of the three components. They have since determined they are not a standard making
organization and decided to leave the establishment of response time standards to others. However,
their body of work is significant and has been used by numerous communities across the country.
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The map below illustrates the population densities based on U.S. Census data. The northeast
section of the County is the more populous area that extends south along the I-85 corridor to the
area of the airport. As such these areas would be considered suburban by NFPA definitions with
the rest of the areas being rural by definition.
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Local Response Time Criteria

The Virginia Department of Health has the responsibility to promulgate regulations for the
provision of emergency medical services. Within the regulations promulgated by the Department
of Health a designated emergency response agency is required to develop a written local EMS
response plan. Among the items required in this plan, response time objectives to be used by the
agency.
The Dinwiddie County Fire & EMS has developed a Designated Emergency Response Areas and
EMS Response Plan. The plan was originally written in 2003 with the last revised being completed
in 2019. The plan identifies the Dinwiddie Station, Ford Station, McKenney station, and Namozine
Station as the four response points for emergency medical services. Included in the plan are the
response time objectives as follows:
•

Call processing and unit dispatch for Dinwiddie County Fire & EMS will be 90 seconds for
high priority calls for service.

•

The unit mobilization standard for Dinwiddie County Fire & EMS will be 90 seconds for high
priority calls for service from the time of dispatch until the unit is enroute to the call.

•

The unit response time (travel time) for Dinwiddie County Fire and EMS to have an EMS unit
on the scene 90% of the time as follows:
Suburban Service Area
•
High-Priority Calls for Service – 13 minutes
•
Low-Priority Calls for Service – 18 minutes
Rural Service Area
•
High Priority Calls for Service – 19 minutes
•
Low Priority Calls for Service – 24 minutes

5

Effective Response Force

There are several tasks, which must occur simultaneously to adequately combat different types of
fires. The absence of adequate personnel to perform these tasks requires each task to be prioritized
and completed in chronological order. These fire ground tasks include command, scene safety,
search and rescue, water supply, fire attack, pump operations, ventilation, back up, and rapid
intervention.
An initial full alarm assignment should be able to provide personnel to accomplish the following
tasks:

Establish incident command outside of the hazard area. This will allow coordination and
direction of the incoming emergency response personnel and apparatus. A minimum of one
person should be dedicated to this task.
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Establish an uninterrupted water supply of at least 400 gallons per minute for 30 minutes.
Once established the supply line can be maintained by the pump operator to ensure
uninterrupted water supply. A minimum of one person is assigned to this task that can then
assume support role.



Establish an effective water flow rate of 300 gallons per minute. This will be supplied to a
minimum of two hand lines each operating at a minimum flow of 100 gallons per minute.
Each hand line must have two individuals assigned with one serving as the attack line and
the other as a back-up line.



Provision of one support person to handle the hydrant hookup, utility control, forcible
entry, and assist in deploying fire hose lines.



Establish a search and rescue team. Each team will consist of a minimum of two.



Establish a ventilation team. Each team will consist of a minimum of two personnel.



Establish an initial rapid intervention team (RIT). Each RIT team shall consist of a
minimum of two properly trained and equipped personnel.

Critical tasking will vary depending on the size and nature of the incident. The Center for Public
Safety Excellence (CPSE) provides a suggestive list of tasks that need to be completed at a fire
situation based on the risk. A similar list is provided within the NFPA 1710 document. The CPSE
analysis, from the 8th edition, is summarized in the table below showing the minimum required
personnel to mitigate the initial emergency response requirements by occupancy risk:
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Critical Tasks for the Effective and Efficient Control of Structural Fires
Critical Task
Attack Line
Search and Rescue
Ventilation
Backup Line
Rapid Intervention
Pump Operator
Water Supply
Support (Utilities)
Command
Safety Officer
Salvage/Overhaul
Command Aid
Operations Chief
Logistics
Planning
Staging Officer
Rehabilitation
Division Supervisors
High-rise Evacuation
Stairwell Support
Total Personnel

Maximum
Risk
4
4
4
2
2
1
1*
1*
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
10
10
50-51

*Tasks can be performed by the same individual

High Risk
4
2
2
2
2
1
1*
1*
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
21-22

Moderate
Risk
4
2
2
2
0
1
1*
1*
1
1
0**
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
14-15

Low Risk
2
0
0
2
0
1
1*
1*
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8-9

**Task can be performed by the attack crew

It is interesting to note that the four-person companies discussed in some areas of NFPA 1710 are
not maintained in the description of primary tasks to be accomplished on the fire ground –
recognition that the requirements of the response in the field are dynamic and do not fit neatly into
size and shape of any particular response configuration. These objectives apply to the initial and
follow-up response for reported structure fires. The document does not suggest that this response
be mounted for all incidents.
A task analysis for emergency medical calls analyzes three different types of calls or patient
conditions. These three types of calls usually require the most effort on the part of the response
team. Other calls or patient types can generally be handled with two or three personnel. Many
times, especially in trauma calls, there are multiple patients. The table below outlines the tasks for
handling these critical patients and the number of responders it may require for a successful
outcome. It is important to note that some tasks are accomplished by the same personnel, so the
total is not simple addition of the positions noted.
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Critical Tasks for Effective Patient Care
Critical Task
Patient Assessment
Airway Management/Intubation
Cardiac Defibrillation
CPR
EKG Monitoring
IV/Pharmacology
Splint/Bandage/Immobilization
Patient Lifting/Packaging
Medical Information Collection
Total per Patient

Cardiac
Arrest
2 per patient
2 per patient
1
1
1
1
N/A
2–4
1
6-8

Stroke
2 per patient
2 per patient
N/A
N/A
1
1
N/A
2–4
1
5-7

Multi-System
Trauma
2 per patient
2 per patient
N/A
N/A
1
1
1
2–4
1
6-8

It is incumbent upon the fire department to have a response plan in place to ensure enough
personnel are on scene to accomplish the stated critical tasks in a timely fashion. Structure fires
are very labor-intensive incidents with any number of factors, such as weather, making the task
that much more difficult.
Adding to the critical tasks and staffing issues is the OSHA requirement of two in – two out in
1910.134(g)(4). This regulation states that if entry into an Immediately Dangerous to Life and
Health (IDLH) atmosphere is necessary, two firefighters must enter together and remain in contact
with each other. In addition, there must be two firefighters located outside the IDLH atmosphere
for potential rescue if needed. This is a mandatory requirement.
The concept of an effective response force carries through for other responses by the fire
department. The tables below outline the critical tasks for an effective response force for those
responses.
Critical Tasks for Hazardous Materials

Critical Task

High Risk

Low Risk

Command/Safety
Liaison
Decontamination
Research Support
Team Leader, Entry Team, Backup Team

2
1
4
2
6

1
1
4
1
6

Total Personnel

15

13
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Critical Tasks for Initial Wildland Urban Interface Fires

Critical Task

No Hydrants

With Hydrants

1
1
2
3
1
2
2
12

1
1
2
2
0
0
0
6

Command/Safety
Pump Operations
Attack Line
Structure Protection
Water Supply
Tender Operator
Exposure Lines
Total Personnel

Critical Tasks for Technical Rescue Incidents

Swift Water

High/Low
Angle

Confined
Space

Trench

Command/Safety
Rescue Team
Backup Team
Patient Care

1
3
2
2

1
2
2
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
3

Rope Tender
Upstream Spotter
Downstream Safety
Rigger
Attendant
Ground Support

2
2
2
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
1
4

0
0
0
1
1
4

0
0
0
0
0
0

Edge Person
Shoring

0
0

1
0

0
0

0
5

Total Personnel

14

14

14

14

Critical Task
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7 Evaluation of Deployment and Performance
This chapter compares and evaluates the deployment and performance of the Fire & EMS
Department as it relates to the performance objectives outlined and described in the previous
chapter.

1

Response Time

Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) data for 2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019 was examined and
evaluated. It should be noted the 12-month period is from November 1 through October 31. The
data is not without issues such as coding problems, transcription errors, and equipment failures.
The project team uses the following mechanism to address these issues.
Only qualified data is used to calculate response time and any related components. To be
considered the data must meet the following criteria:






The incident must have been unique
The incident must have involved at least one fire department unit being dispatched to the
call.
Calls that are missing data are not used in the computations for call processing, turnout
time, travel time, or call duration.
Any call with usually long times or times sorted incorrectly (arrived before dispatch time)
were removed.
Non-emergency responses are removed, only emergency responses are included.
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Dinwiddie County High Priority Calls for Service
Emergency Medical Calls
Allergic Reaction
Breathing Difficulty
Convulsions/Seizure
Fall
Industrial Accident
Stabbing/Gunshot
Unconscious/Altered LOC
Syncope

Animal Bite
Chest Pain/Heart Problem
Diabetic Problem
Burns
Overdose/Poisoning
Stroke
Environmental Emergency
Mutual Aid

Assault/Rape
Choking
Drowning/Water Injury
Cardiac/Respiratory Arrest
Gynecological/Childbirth
Trauma with Injury
Unknown Problem/Man Down

Fire Related Calls
Aircraft Emergency
Chimney/Furnace Fire
Confined Space Rescue
Garage/Shed Fire
Industrial/Farm Accident
Mutual Aid
Railroad Emergency
Structural Collapse
Unknown Fire

Apartment Fire
Commercial Building Fire
Elevated Rescue
Gas Leak-Interior
Large Vehicle Fire
MVA-Entrapment
Residential Fire Alarm
Transformer Fire
Vehicle Fire

Brush/Wood/Tree Fire
Commercial Fire Alarm
Fuel Facility Fire
House Fire
Landing Zone
MVA-Injuries
Smoke Inside Structure
Trench Collapse
Water Incident/Rescue

After filtering the data using the methodology outlined above, the remaining incidents represent
the response time for calls for service handled by the Fire Department.

2

Call Processing

The Emergency Communications Center (ECC) provides the dispatch services for Dinwiddie
County and is the primary public safety answering point (PSAP). This division of the Fire
Department provides dispatch services for fire, emergency medical services, and law enforcement.
Additionally, they handle the animal control calls in the County. The ECC has a minimum staffing
of three personnel per shift.
NFPA 1221 Standard for the Installation, Maintenance and Use of Emergency Services
Communications Systems establishes the call processing benchmarks as outlined in the chart
below.
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NFPA 1221 Time Requirements

Component
Calls Answered
Call Processing
Call Processing for:
* EMD
* Language Translation
* TTY/TDD Device Services
* Hazardous Materials
* Technical Rescue
* Text Message
* Unable to Determine Location

Target

Performance

Within 15 seconds

90%

Within 20 seconds
Within 60 seconds

95%
90%

Exempt from the call processing time
requirements.

As a part of the Designated Emergency Response Areas and EMS Response Plan (DERA), the
County has established a call processing performance objective of 90 seconds for high priority
calls. For purposes of this evaluation, those calls designated as high priority calls in the CAD data
were used to identify the high priority calls.
The table below illustrates the performance of the ECC for Dinwiddie County Fire and EMS.
Call Processing System Performance

High Priority Calls
Objective

1:30
Avg.:

2016-17
Performance Variance
4:02
2:32
2:31

2017-18
Performance Variance
3:48
2:18
2:17

2018-19
Performance Variance
3:36
2:06
2:12

The times are shown in two formats, the 90th fractal time and the average time. The first line
illustrates the defined performance objective (1:30) and the actual performance for each of the
three years evaluated. For example, the call processing time performance objective is 1 minute and
30 seconds at 90% of the time and in 2018-19 the call processing time was 3:36 90% of the time.
The column marked as variance represents the difference between the performance objective and
the actual performance. For example, in 2018-19 the ECC was 2 minutes and 6 seconds over the
performance objective of 1 minute and 30 seconds. The average response time is an average of the
call processing time for the calls evaluated.
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Turnout Time

Turnout time is a measurable time segment that begins when the emergency service receives the
call and is on the apparatus responding (wheels rolling) to the call. NFPA 1720: Objective for the
Organization and Deployment of Fire Suppression Operations, Emergency Medical Operations,
and Special Operations to the Public by Volunteer Fire Departments in section 4.3.3 provides the
following performance objectives for turnout time for staffed stations only:


“One minute thirty seconds (90 seconds) for turnout time for fire and special operations
calls.”



“One minute (60 seconds) for turnout time for EMS calls.”

As a part of the Designated Emergency Response Areas and EMS Response Plan (DERA), the
County has established a turnout time performance objective of 90 seconds for high priority calls.
The table below illustrates the performance for the staffed stations for the Dinwiddie County Fire
& EMS based on high priority calls for service.
Turnout Time System Performance

EMS Calls
Objective

1:30
Avg.:

Fire Calls
Objective
1:30
Avg.:

2016-17
Performance Variance
3:06
1:36
1:41
2:09
0:39

0:39

2017-18
Performance Variance
3:12
1:42
1:49
2:24
0:39

0:54

2018-19
Performance Variance
3:18
1:48
1:55
2:37
0:45

1:07

The times are shown in two formats, the 90th fractal time and the average time. The first line for
each category of call illustrates the defined performance objective (1:30) and the actual
performance for each of the three years evaluated. For example, the EMS turnout time performance
objective is 1 minute and 30 seconds at 90% of the time and in 2018-19 the turnout time was 3:18
90% of the time. The column marked as variance represents the difference between the
performance objective and the actual performance. For example, in 2018-19 the units were 1
minute and 48 seconds over the performance objective of 1 minute and 30 seconds. The average
response time is an average of the turnout time for the calls evaluated.
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The tables below illustrate the performance for each staffed station for the Dinwiddie County Fire
and EMS based on high priority calls for service. With the cross-staffing of Engine 1 and Medic
12 and the cross-staffing of Engine 3 and Medic 32, the turnout time shown combines both units.
Turnout Time All Calls

Unit

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

Engine 1
Medic 12

Fractal:

3:12

3:21

3:31

Avg.:

1:42

1:47

1:51

Engine 3
Medic 32

Fractal:

3:12

3:15

3:18

Avg.:

1:48

1:56

1:56

Fractal:

3:05

3:14

3:21

Avg.:

1:40

1:49

1:57

Fractal:

2:15

2:36

2:40

Avg.:

1:08

1:17

1:24

Medic 42
Medic 10

Recording the time a unit begins its response is a function of the dispatch center and the dispatcher
handling the call. The process used in Dinwiddie County is for the unit to notify the dispatcher of
the response and the dispatcher then records or time stamps the enroute time. It is possible for the
dispatcher to be handling several issues simultaneously resulting in a delay in the recording of the
enroute time. It is also possible for the unit to be delayed in notifying the dispatcher of the response
due to other radio traffic or other issues that may be occurring simultaneously. The times and
variances illustrated in the previous tables is the first step to identify any issues or problems with
how response times and unit performance is currently captured and reported. The next step is to
establish guidelines for accurately capturing the turnout time performance and identify those times
when the turnout time is beyond established thresholds. This will allow for the evaluation of the
problem, identify if it is a data issue, an operational issue, or other technical problem and the
process further refined to improve the reliability of the data.
Improvement to the turnout time component can take several forms. Some departments have
installed timers in the station at the apparatus bay doors that indicate the amount of time that has
elapsed since the dispatch was received. This allows the crews to instantly see their turnout time
performance and according to some departments has helped to improve their turnout time. Many
departments have also encouraged and required the on-duty crews to place their gear at or on the
apparatus instead of leaving it in the locker or other location within the station.
Other remedies include the posting of turnout time by station and by shift. This allows the company
officer to see the results and work to improve the turnout time of his or her units. Some departments
have instituted a process to hold the company officer accountable for excessively long turnout
times by creating a written report as to why the turnout time was excessive. This could be
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established using the current baseline turnout time as a trigger point to generate a time variance
report.
Another option is to establish a standard operating procedure as to when a unit is to place
themselves enroute. For example, one shift will place themselves enroute from the living quarters
while another shift will place themselves enroute once they are on the truck. Still yet, another shift
may wait until they have cleared the bay doors, all of which will vary the reported turnout time
and possibly skew the data related to actual performance. Establishing a procedure will improve
the accuracy of the data.

NFPA 1720: Objective for the Organization and Deployment of Fire Suppression Operations,
Emergency Medical Operations, and Special Operations to the Public by Volunteer Fire
Departments does not provide a turnout time performance objective for volunteer companies or
stations. For purposes of comparison, the following table illustrates the turnout time for the
volunteer stations and those units that are staffed with volunteer personnel. The table illustrates
the turnout time for the company and is not separated by the type of call.
Turnout Time - Volunteer Companies
Unit
Company 1
Company 2
Company 3
Company 4
Company 5

2016-17
Fractal:

2017-18

2018-19

10:33

8:18

8:26

4:17

3:51

3:35

10:20

8:53

8:41

Avg.:

4:53

4:16

3:42

Fractal:

9:19

9:36

8:26

Avg.:

3:24

3:53

2:59

Fractal:

9:59

7:48

8:15

Avg.:

4:01

2:58

3:08

12:11

9:34

9:56

8:41

6:52

7:25

Avg.:
Fractal:

Fractal:
Avg.:

The fractal times represent the turnout time at the 90th percentile. These times are for the high
priority calls as designated in the computer-aided dispatch (CAD) data. As expected, the turnout
time for Company 5 is longer than other companies as this area is much more rural than others.

4

Distribution of Resources

Distribution is the measure of getting initial resources to an emergency to begin mitigation efforts.
This is measured in a variety of ways including percentage of square miles, percentage of road
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miles and travel time. The Insurance Services Office (ISO) has used road miles for many years
advocating one and a half miles for an engine company and two and a half miles for a ladder
company. With the advent of GIS technology and improved computer aided dispatch (CAD)
systems, the use of actual travel time is another more accurate measure for the distribution of
resources.
Travel time is a measurable time segment that begins when the apparatus and personnel begin the
response (wheels rolling) and ends once on location of the emergency (wheels stopped). NFPA
1720: Objective for the Organization and Deployment of Fire Suppression Operations, Emergency
Medical Operations, and Special Operations to the Public by Volunteer Fire Departments
addresses response time to include turnout time and travel time as a single measurement. This does
not lend itself to an effective evaluation of the placement of resources. NFPA 1710: Objective for
the Organization and Deployment of Fire Suppression Operations, Emergency Medical
Operations, and Special Operations to the Public by Career Fire Departments does not use any
demographic information in setting the travel times used in this document. The Center for Public
Safety Excellence had previously provided travel time performance objectives for the various
demographics providing benchmark and baseline objectives for each. The table that follows is used
for the travel time dynamics of the fire protection system.
Service Area / Population Density Response Travel Time Standards
1st Unit

Baseline

Baseline

1st Alarm Balance

Urban Population density of over 1,000 per square mile
4 minutes
8 minutes
8 minutes
5 minutes/12
10 minutes 24
10 minutes/24
seconds
seconds
seconds

Benchmark

Benchmark

2nd Unit

Performance

90%
90%

Suburban: Population density between 500 and 1,000 per square mile
5 minutes
8 minutes
10 minutes
6 minutes/30
10 minutes/24
13 minutes
seconds
seconds

90%

Rural: Population density of less than 500 per square mile
10 minutes
14 minutes
14 minutes
18 minutes/12
18 minutes/12
13 minutes
seconds
seconds

90%

Benchmark
Baseline

90%

90%

As a part of the Designated Emergency Response Areas and EMS Response Plan (DERA), the
County has established travel time performance objectives as illustrated in the following table.
Dinwiddie County Travel Time Performance Objectives
Travel Time
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Suburban Service Area
High Priority Calls
Low Priority Calls

13 minutes
18 minutes

90%
90%

Rural Service Area
High Priority Calls
Low Priority Calls

19 minutes
24 minutes

90%
90%

The following tables illustrate the travel time for initial arriving unit of the Dinwiddie County Fire
and EMS based on high priority calls for service.
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Travel Time - Suburban Area Performance

High Priority Calls
90% Fractal:
80% Fractal

13:00
10:00
Avg.:

2016-17
Performance
Variance
14:48
1:48
11:37
1:37
7:22

2017-18
Performance
Variance
14:16
1:16
11:08
1:08
7:00

2018-19
Performance
Variance
13:52
0:52
11:06
1:06
7:07

Travel Time - Rural Area Performance

High Priority Calls
90% Fractal:
80% Fractal

19:00
15:00
Avg:

2016-17
Performance
Variance
18:15
- 0:45
15:05
0:05
8:59

2017-18
Performance
Variance
17:44
- 1:16
14:12
- 0:48
8:47

2018-19
Performance
Variance
16:40
- 2:20
13:54
- 1:06
7:19

The times are shown in two formats, the 90th fractal time, the 80th fractal time, and the average
time. The first two columns illustrate the defined performance objective for the fractal time, the
next column has the actual performance for the given objective. For example, the travel time
performance objective in the suburban area is 13 minutes at 90% of the time and in 2018-19 the
travel time was 13:52 90% of the time. The column marked as variance represents the difference
between the performance objective and the actual performance. For example, in 2018-19 the travel
time was 52 seconds over the performance objective of 13 minutes. The average response time is
an average of the turnout time for the calls evaluated. In those variance columns with negative
numbers, the actual performance was under the stated performance objective.
The table that follows illustrate the performance for each station for the Dinwiddie County Fire
and EMS based on high priority calls for service. All units assigned to the station were used in the
calculation.
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Station Travel Time High Priority Calls for Service

Unit

Station 1

Station 2

Station 3

Station 4

Station 5

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

Fractal 90%

18:01

16:59

16:46

Fractal 80%

14:52

13:59

14:04

Avg.:

8:30

8:04

8:15

Fractal 90%

15:44

17:27

12:57

Fractal 80%

13:02

13:14

10:08

Avg.:

7:08

7:30

4:52

Fractal 90%

20:24

21:54

22:00

Fractal 80%

15:18

16:29

17:36

Avg.:

8:25

9:09

9:33

Fractal 90%

14:48

14:16

13:52

Fractal 80%

11:37

11:08

11:06

Avg.:

7:22

7:00

7:07

Fractal 90%

15:20

15:51

15:05

Fractal 80%

13:32

13:26

12:36

Avg.:

6:42

6:28

5:34

The map below provides a spatial view of the high priority travel time for the suburban
demographic using the current fire station locations.
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The Namozine Station is the only station located in the suburban demographic area; the other
stations were shown as they may have an impact on the response to calls for service in that area.
The map below provides a spatial view of the travel time for the rural demographic using the
current fire station location.
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The Namozine Station was included as they may have an impact on the responses to the rural areas
of the County.
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Concentration of Resources

Concentration is generally described as the ability of the fire protection system to get the
appropriate number of personnel and resources to the scene of an emergency within a prescribed
time to effectively mitigate the incident. There are two parts to this component which is an
effective response force and the amount of time to get the resources in place.
1.

First Alarm Assignment Travel Time

The first part to the concentration model is the travel time for the remainder of the first alarm
assignment. The concentration of resources is necessary to ensure the effective response force
arrives in a timely manner. Much like the distribution of resources, the concentration is dependent
on the population density. It is not reasonable or financially possible for a rural area to have the
same concentration of resources that is in an urban setting.
Travel time is a measurable time segment that begins when the apparatus and personnel begin the
response (wheels rolling) and ends once on location of the emergency (wheels stopped). NFPA
1720: Objective for the Organization and Deployment of Fire Suppression Operations, Emergency
Medical Operations, and Special Operations to the Public by Volunteer Fire Departments
addresses response time to include turnout time and travel time as a single measurement. This does
not lend itself to an effective evaluation of the placement of resources. NFPA 1710: Objective for
the Organization and Deployment of Fire Suppression Operations, Emergency Medical
Operations, and Special Operations to the Public by Career Fire Departments does not use any
demographic information in setting the travel times used in this document. The Center for Public
Safety Excellence had previously provided travel time performance objectives for the various
demographics providing benchmark and baseline objectives for each. The table below outlines and
highlights the travel times and performance objectives for the balance or full first alarm assignment
of resources for a structure fire.
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Service Area / Population Density Response Travel Time Standards
1st Unit

Baseline

Baseline

1st Alarm Balance

Urban Population density of over 1,000 per square mile
4 minutes
8 minutes
8 minutes
5 minutes/12
10 minutes 24
10 minutes/24
seconds
seconds
seconds

Benchmark

Benchmark

2nd Unit

Performance

90%
90%

Suburban: Population density between 500 and 1,000 per square mile
5 minutes
8 minutes
10 minutes
6 minutes/30
10 minutes/24
13 minutes
seconds
seconds

90%

Rural: Population density of less than 500 per square mile
10 minutes
14 minutes
14 minutes
18 minutes/12
18 minutes/12
13 minutes
seconds
seconds

90%

Benchmark
Baseline

90%

90%

The performance measures shown above illustrates benchmark and baseline travel times for the
full first alarm assignment. The benchmark times represent the industry best practices. The
baseline performance measure is generally defined as the travel time that is acceptable to the
community.
2.

Effective Response Force

As noted previously, there are several tasks which must occur simultaneously to effectively control
and extinguish a fire. The size of the response force is dependent on the size, occupancy, and type
of structure. The absence of adequate personnel to perform these tasks requires each task to be
prioritized and completed in a chronological order instead of simultaneously. These fire ground
tasks include command, scene safety, search and rescue, water supply, fire attack, pump
operations, ventilation, back up, and rapid intervention.
However, there are other factors to consider with the staffing of fire suppression services especially
in the rural areas and volunteer systems. The number of calls, financial resources, availability of
personnel, and the population density of the area served. In a suburban area there are more
resources available such as finances and volunteer personnel. In rural areas, financial resources are
less and the number of volunteers are less as well. NFPA 1720: Objective for the Organization and
Deployment of Fire Suppression Operations, Emergency Medical Operations, and Special
Operations to the Public by Volunteer Fire Departments seems to address this issue as the response
time and number of personnel needed are significantly different as evidenced in the following:
NFPA 1720 Response Time and Staffing
Demand Zone
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Rural Area
Remote Area

Greater than 1,000
per sq. mile
500 - 1,000 per sq.
mile
Less than 500 per
sq. mile
Travel Distance
greater than / equal
to 8 miles
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15

9 minutes

90%

10

10

80%

6

14

80%

4

Dependent on
Travel Distance

90%

Notice in the rural areas the minimum staffing is six (6) personnel instead of the fifteen (15)
identified previously. The same holds true for the suburban areas. In both instances the
performance measure is at 80% of the time instead of 90% of the time allowing for the greater
distances in the rural areas and the volunteer response.
3.

Evaluation of the Concentration of Resources

Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) and data for November 2016 through November 2019 was
examined and evaluated for compliance with NFPA 1720. To be considered for inclusion the
following conditions were required to be met:


The incident must have building fire as the incident type.



All the units dispatched must have an arrival time recorded. It was assumed if the unit did
not arrive on scene that it was cancelled.

To be considered as meeting the concentration both the travel time and the minimum number of
personnel had the arrive on the scene. The criteria of NFPA 1720 criteria for time and staffing was
used. Based on the staffing model used by the fire department, two personnel were assigned to
each apparatus that responded to the call for service. The exception to this staffing were chief
officers and the support unit.
The table below illustrates the structure fire calls in the County in terms of the distribution of
resources. For concentration, the calls examined did not meet the personnel requirement.
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Concentration of Resources November 2016 - October 2019

Number of
Incidents

Number of Incidents
Meeting Criteria

Pct. of calls Meeting
Criteria

17
28

3
19

17.6%
67.9%

Suburban Area
Rural Area

In the suburban area, 17.6% of the calls met the response criteria while the rural area met the
criteria 67.9% of the time. The suburban area requires ten (10) personnel with the rural areas
requiring six (6) personnel.

6

Response Reliability Issues

The concept of distribution and concentration of resources can be influenced by other contributing
factors including unit hour utilization and concurrent calls for service. Unit hour utilization is
calculated by taking the total hours the unit is committed to an incident divided by the total
available hours. Expressed as a percentage, it identifies the amount of time the unit is committed
but more importantly the amount of time the unit is available. Within the framework of the 80 th
and 90th percentile performance standards the amount of available time can have an impact in
meeting that standard. If utilization rates are too high the units are often unavailable for immediate
response.
The following table illustrates the unit hour utilization for the past three years.
Unit Hour Utilization

2016-17
Unit

2017-18

2018-19

Duration

Pct. of
Time

Avg.

Duration

Pct. of
Time

Avg.

Duration

Pct. of
Time

Avg.

Engine 1
Medic 12
Engine 1 Medic 12

373:53:44
1836:48:18

4.3%
21.0%

0:35:37
0:50:56

417:41:14
1631:16:36

4.8%
18.6%

0:36:32
0:52:17

330:46:06
1491:20:20

3.8%
17.0%

0:38:19
0:54:38

2210:42:02

25.2%

0:47:28

2048:57:50

23.4%

0:48:04

1822:06:26

20.8%

0:50:42

Engine 3
Medic 32

15:07:26

0.2%

0:45:22

212:06:36

2.4%

0:43:00

123:25:00

1.4%

0:50:02

970:48:10

11.1%

1:01:19

1377:19:30

15.7%

0:59:58

1337:49:06

15.3%

1:01:50

Engine 3 Medic 32

985:55:36

11.3%

1:00:59

1589:26:06

18.1%

0:56:58

1461:14:06

16.7%

1:00:38

Medic 42

2710:53:30

30.9%

0:55:26

3204:12:40

36.6%

0:59:18

2939:06:54

33.6%

0:57:58
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0:55:40

1133:11:10

25.9%

0:57:14

1210:37:06

27.6%

0:55:47

Stations 1 and 3 are cross staffed between an engine company and a medic unit. These two units
are shown separately and as a combined unit. For Station 1, in 2018-19 the units were committed
approximately 20.8% of the time with approximately 17% of that time in the medic unit. The
higher utilization rates may have an impact on the response time to calls for service as units may
need to come from further away.
It is not uncommon for a fire protection system to have multiple requests for service occurring
simultaneously. The larger the system the more frequently this will occur. With the appropriate
resources this can be handled efficiently. The table that follows illustrates the concurrent calls for
the fire protection system for the past three years.
Concurrent Calls for Service

Calls

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

Total

%

1
2
3
4
5
6+

2,040
1,343
575
201
67
24

2,075
1,568
688
233
61
38

2,087
1,384
582
176
64
25

6,202
4,295
1,845
610
192
87

46.87%
32.46%
13.94%
4.61%
1.45%
0.66%

Total

4,250

4,663

4,318

13,231

100%

Over the past three years approximately 47% of the calls occurred as a single call and 32% of the
time there were at least two calls at the same time. The low occurrence of multiple calls would
indicate there is no interference with the response to calls for service.
It should be noted that a single call for service may require a significant amount of resources that
could impact the delivery of services. As presented, unit hour utilization and concurrent calls is an
overall view of the fire protection system over a period of three years.

7

Emergency Response System Improvements

As described previously distribution and concentration of resources are two measures a community
uses to determine the most effective location for emergency services resources. In the northern
section of the County travel time (distribution) and an effective response force (concentration) are
issues in the delivery of services to the area with influence from the reliability factors.
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The southern areas are rural in nature with low population densities allowing for a longer travel
time. In these rural areas the emergency response system has demonstrated it meets the
performance objectives outlined by the County.
1.

Emergency Medical Services

Medical calls represent over 70% of the call volume in Dinwiddie County and continues to
increase. One of the influencers of the emergency medical services is the high unit hour utilization
rates. Medic 42 and Medic 10 are consistently above the acceptable levels of 20% to 25%. In fact,
Medic 42 has a unit hour utilization rate of approximately 34% meaning the unit is only available
for calls 66% of the time. Medic 10, the peak time unit, is committed approximately 28% of the
time. In addition, Engine 1 and Medic 12 combine for a unit hour utilization rate of approximately
21%. These three units are stationed in the northern half of the County where most of the area is
considered a suburban demographic. In the distribution section, it was noted the suburban travel
time performance objectives were being exceeded on a regular basis.
There are three elements to the emergency medical services system needed to improve the response
system. First, the peak time unit needs to be changed from a 12 hour format to a 24 hour format.
The second element of this is to reposition this unit to the Ford Station (Fire Company 2). As the
call volume increases the needs of the system will also increase, the move to a 24 hour unit is in
anticipation of that need. Moving the unit to the Ford Station (Fire Company 2) will help to relieve
some of the call volume from Medic 42 and place the resource somewhat closer to the suburban
demographic in the northern section of the County. From the Ford Station the medic unit has a
much more direct path into the Sutherland area and the airport than from the Dinwiddie Station.
The third element is to stop the cross staffing of Engine 1 and Medic 12 creating two separate
crews. Currently these two units combine to have a unit hour utilization of approximately 21%,
with Medic 12 accounting for approximately 17% of that time. Creating two crews allows for the
medic crew to be more available for calls for service and provides a single dedicated fire
suppression unit in the County. A dedicated career fire suppression unit is not available in the
County currently. This also permits the engine company to be a first responder crew as needed for
those instances of concurrent calls.
The table below illustrates the staffing needed to provide coverage for a 24-hour shift. Paid time
off for sick days, holidays, and vacation time are in accordance with current County Policies. Other
types of leave including military leave, jury duty, injury leave, or training is not included in the
table below. These forms of leave are sporadic in nature and unable to accurately predict.
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24/48 Schedule
Single Position
122
6
11
11
94
1.30
3.89

Shifts for one Firefighter / Paramedic
Sick Days
Kelly Days/Holidays/etc.
Vacation days
Shifts Available to work
People to cover 122 shifts
People to cover 24 / 7 / 365
Department Staffing

1
5
19.47
6.49

Number of Stations to Cover
Minimum Manning per Station
People to cover - 24 / 7 / 365
Number Assigned per Shift

Based on the previous table it will require seven new personnel per shift to staff a three person
engine company and move the peak time medic unit to a 24 hour schedule or twenty-one new
personnel for the Fire Department.
The table below illustrates the first year cost to add these twenty-one personnel.
Cost to Increase Staffing
Firefighter/Paramedic
Personnel Cost
One-Time Equipment
Full-Time Cost
Part-Time Reduction
Total First Year Cost

Salary
$38,788
$0

Benefits
$13,576
$0

Turnout
Gear
$0
$4,500

Total Cost
$52,364
$4,500

Number of
Personnel
21
21

Total First
Year Cost
$1,099,640
$94,500
$1,194,140
$175,200
$1,018,940

In the first year the cost would be reduced with the reduction in the use of part-time personnel.
The calculation for the part-time reduction is based on a rate of $20 per hour for twelve hours for
two personnel.

2.

Expansion of the Response System

A longer term remedy is to add a fire station in the area of the airport with a career staffed medic
unit and a career staffed fire suppression unit. This area is in the suburban demographic and
continues to grow both residential and commercial. For the past three years this area has the highest
concentration of calls in the County. As well, the growth on the County will likely be in this area
especially with the commercial projects and the airport expansion.
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Chesterfield County provides automatic mutual aid to the northern section of Dinwiddie County
from their Station 8 located on Pickett Avenue in the Matoaca area. There are plans to move this
station approximately two miles further north of the current location. The automatic mutual aid
will likely continue but the travel time will also likely increase.
The map that follows provides a spatial view of the travel time with a new fire station at the airport.
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A new station in the area of the airport fills in some of the gaps in travel time but more importantly
provides additional support to the Namozine and Ford Stations’ response area. The location at the
airport also provides quick access to the I-85 corridor allowing the units to move north and south
fairly quickly.
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The addition of a new station will require time to plan and acquire the appropriate site.
Construction costs are approximately $110 to $120 per square foot realizing these costs will likely
change over time. Using these estimates, a 20,000 square foot station would cost approximately
$2,211,000 with a 30,000 square foot building costing $3,300,000.
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8 Strategic Initiatives
This section of the report provides the goals and objectives for each of the organizational areas of
the Fire Department.

1

Organizational
Goal 1-1

Establish structure, organization, roles and responsibilities in the Fire & EMS
department

Priority:

High

Objective 1

Create and adopt a county ordinance establishing the Fire & EMS department as a
coordinated and integrated system with a defined structure and established roles
and responsibilities

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

6 to 12 months
Assigned To:
None
 Establish work group to create ordinance
 Present ordinance to county Board of Supervisors for adoption
 Have work group develop any new system policies required under the ordinance.
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Goal 1-2

Unification of Station Operating Guidelines

Priority:

Medium

Objective 1

Create a workgroup for the review of individual station operating guidelines

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

3 to 6 months
Assigned To:
None
 Assign appropriate staff to workgroup

Objective 2

Determine the station operating guidelines to be unified

Timeframe
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

6 to 12 months
Assigned To:
None
 Review guidelines to find common ground
 Review guidelines that are already the same

Objective 3
Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

Create an administrative process to promulgate new and unified station operating
guidelines
12-18 months
Assigned To:
None
 Determine the approval process for new or amended policies
 Place the promulgation process into practice.
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Goal 1-3

Insure all system policies, protocols and SOG’s remain updated

Priority:

Medium

Objective 1

Create a workgroup for the review of all current system policies, protocols and
SOG’s

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

3 to 6 months
None
 Assign personnel to the group
 Outline process for reviews

Objective 2

Workgroup shall present all policies, protocols and SOG’s that need to be updated.

Timeframe
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

12-15 months
Assigned To:
None
 Review all current policies, protocols and SOG’s
 Recommend needed changes
 Trace changes through all policies, protocols and SOG’s to insure changes do not
affect others


Objective 3

Create an effective process to communicate policy, protocol and SOG changes.

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

15-18 months
Assigned To:
None
 Determine best method or methods for disseminating changes to all personnel

Objective 4

Establish an ongoing process and timeline to insure systematic periodic review of
system policies, protocols and SOG’s

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

15-18 months
Assigned To:
None
 Determine timeframe for reviews.
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Goal 1-4

Improve the participation of volunteer personnel of the fire & EMS Department

Priority:

Medium

Objective 1

Establish performance objectives for participation in training events

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

6 to 12 months
Assigned To:
None
 Determine the participation rate needed for members of the department
 Establish performance benchmarks for training activities

Objective 2

Establish performance objectives for participation for the response to calls for
service

Timeframe
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

6 to 12 months
Assigned To:
None
 Determine the participation rate needed for members of the department
 Establish performance benchmarks for responses to calls for service


Objective 3

Create a mechanism to monitor participation

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

Ongoing
Assigned To:
Unknown
 Create a report to monitor participation
 Establish a program to counsel members before they too far behind
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Public Knowledge and Education
Goal 2-1

Engage and educate our residents about their Fire Department

Priority:

Medium

Objective 1

Develop materials for handouts and reference publications

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

6 to 9 months
Assigned To:
$500 for printed materials
 Develop an elevator speech for personnel
 Develop printed material.

Objective 2

Create a public outreach group

Timeframe
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

9 to 12 months
Assigned To:
None
 Recruit personnel to be a part of the public outreach group
 Educate the personnel

Objective 3
Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

Engage local events and groups to provide opportunities for presentations from the
public outreach group
Ongoing
Assigned To:
Unknown
 Smoke detector programs in the neighborhoods
 Increase web presence through social media
 Engage community events such as county fair and racetrack
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Training and Education
Goal 3-1

Continue to support the Training Committee

Priority:

High

Objective 1

Review the personnel assigned to the committee

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

3 to 6 months
Assigned To:
None
 Ensure the committee has a good cross-section of members


Objective 2

Continue to implement the committees’ programs

Timeframe
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

Ongoing
Assigned To:
None
 Assign to the committee functions to improve participation
 Review the means to create more regional type of programs
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Goal 3-2

Provide basic training opportunities on a regular basis to support the recruitment
of new members

Priority

Medium

Objective 1

Create an internal group of instructors to deliver basic training programming.

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

6 to 12 months
Assigned To:
Training Officer
None
 Identify those members to be involved in a training group
 Ensure these members are appropriately trained and certified to be instructors

Objective 2

Establish a generic program schedule that can be used in recruitment efforts.

Timeframe
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

6 to 12 months
Assigned To:
None
 Work with the Training Committee to establish a training program
 Work with recruitment and retention to establish an appropriate schedule

Objective 3

Evaluate the process

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

Ongoing
Assigned To:
Unknown
 Ensure the program is working as intended
 Adjust the program to ensure the needs are being met.
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Goal 3-3

Establish a progression for training programs

Priority:

Medium

Objective 1

Determine the certifications necessary for the various positions in the Fire
Department

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

Objective 2
Timeframe
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

Objective 3
Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

6 to 9 months
Assigned To:
Fire Chief
None
 Review the various positions for additions, adjustments, or deletions
 Utilize NFPA or other national standards for establishing criteria
Establish performance objectives for the completion of the various certifications
recognized by the Fire Department
9 to 12 months
Assigned To:
Training Committee
None
 Determine the length of time to complete programs for volunteer staff
 Determine the length of time to complete programs for career staff
Communicate to the members of the Fire Department the requirements for each
position.
Ongoing
Assigned To:
Fire Chief
Unknown
 Create a mechanism to notify the members of the organization
 Coordinate the notifications with the internal communications system
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Goal 3-4

Improve the Availability of Advanced Education Courses

Priority:

Medium

Objective 1

Determine the need for specialized programming

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

6 to 12 months
Unknown
 Prioritize the programs/classes


Objective 2

Create a list of available instructors

Timeframe
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

9 to 12 months
Assigned To:
None
 Based on the programs determine the qualified instructors
 Determine their availability/willingness
 Establish the potential cost for any program or delivery of the program

Objective 3
Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

Assigned To:

Training Officer

Create a mechanism to announce and schedule the programming to the members
of the department
Ongoing
Assigned To:
Unknown
 Once the program is established, get the information out early
 Create a mechanism to track the receipt and response to the notification
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Goal 3-5

Improve the Training Facilities

Priority:

Medium

Objective 1

Determine the needs for buildings and props

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

6 to 9 months
Assigned To:
None
 Review the various buildings available for the facility
 Review the various props available

Objective 2

Based on the needs assessment create a layout for the property

Timeframe
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

6 to 9 months
Assigned To:
$100,000
 Based on the available property layout the buildings to maximize the space
 Determine the space availability for specialized props

Objective 3

Create a capital improvement plan

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

9 to 12 months
Assigned To:
None
 Determine the type and cost of the buildings needed
 Determine the type and cost of specialized props

Objective 4

Present the Capital improvement Plan to the CIP Committee

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

12 to 18 months
Unknown
 Create a presentation to be used

Objective 5

Bid and construct the training/burn building

Timeframe:
Funding Required:

30 to 60 months
Assigned To:
$900,000
 Procure needed services to construct the site and building
 Manage construction project

Critical Tasks:
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Internal Communications
Goal 4-1

Improve Department wide communications on staffing, training, and major events

Priority:

High

Objective 1

Establish a daily agenda for staffing and staffing needs

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

6 to 12 months
Assigned To:
None
 Include all personnel in the transmission of the agenda items
 Acquire a web based program for anyone in the department to review

Objective 2

Create a long-term schedule for tracking major events

Timeframe
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

12-18 months
Assigned To:
None
 Acquire a web based program to identify future events
 Create an automatic reminder of upcoming events
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Emergency Operations
Goal 5-1

Establish a 24-hour Duty Officer for the department

Priority:

High

Objective 1

Establish qualifications for a duty officer

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

6 to 12 months
Assigned To:
None
 Outline the needs of the position
 Determine the courses/training needed
 Provide the training needed to support the qualifications

Objective 2

Determine those Chief Officers willing to participate

Timeframe
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

12-18 months
Assigned To:
None
 Create a list of willing participants

Objective 3

Develop a schedule

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

15-18 months
Assigned To:
None
 Develop a schedule that is workable for volunteer staff
 Develop a schedule that is workable for career staff
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Goal 5-1

Improve response times in the emergency services system

Priority:

High

Objective 1

Create call processing performance benchmarks for the dispatch center.

Timeframe:
Funding Required:

Ongoing
Assigned To:
None
 Create performance benchmarks using the NFPA or other nationally recognized
standards.
 Train and educate the dispatching staff about the performance benchmarks and their
roles to achieve the performance.
 Monitor and report the performance on at least a quarterly basis

Critical Tasks:

Objective 2

Create turnout time performance benchmarks for staffed stations

Timeframe
Funding Required:

Ongoing
Assigned To:
None
 Create performance benchmarks using the NFPA or other nationally recognized
standards.
 Train and educate the fire department staff about the performance benchmarks and
their roles to achieve the performance.
 Monitor and report the performance on at least a quarterly basis

Critical Tasks:

Objective 3

Monitor and report overall response time performance

Timeframe:
Funding Required:

Ongoing
Assigned To:
None
 Monitor and report performance on at least a quarterly basis
 Measure responses against current DERA and NFPA 1720

Critical Tasks:
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Goal 5-3

Improve the available staffing for emergency medical services calls

Priority:

High

Objective 1

Develop deployment models and plans based upon performance data and
performance objectives

Timeframe:
Funding Required:

6 to 12 months




Critical Tasks:

Assigned To:

Insure collection of accurate and complete performance data
Measure data against desired performance objectives
All deployment models and plans should be based solely on system needs to
meet performance objectives

Objective 2

Move current peak time medic unit form a 12-hour shift to a 24-hour shift

Timeframe
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

18-24 months
Assigned To:
$511,774
 Obtain the funding necessary for the program change
 Complete the hiring process
 Transition form 12 hour format the 24 hour format

Objective 3
Timeframe
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

End the cross staffing of Engine 1 and Medic 12 creating a dedicated Engine
Company and an additional dedicated medic Unit.
6 to 12 months
Assigned To:
$682,366
 Obtain the funding necessary for the program change
 Complete the hiring process
 Transition from a single crew to individual crews
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Goal 5-4

Improve response times and resource density in identified suburban sections of the
County by adding an additional station.

Priority:

Medium

Objective 1

Acquire approval and funding for a new station

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

12 to 18 months
Unknown
 Further identify the needs


Objective 2

Acquire the property for a new station

Timeframe
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

18 to 24 months
Assigned To:
Unknown
 Determine the location of a new station
 Negotiate the purchase of the property

Objective 3

Design and build a new station

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

36-48 months
$3,300,000
 Acquire an architect
 Acquire a contractor
 Complete Building
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Recruitment and Retention

It is the intent of the Fire & EMS department that Recruitment & Retention activities will be
managed through the departments formal Recruitment and Retention Plan (RRP). The RRP
document is a fully inclusive document for recruitment and retention issues. It contains
numerous goals, objectives and tasks related to those issues and it was deemed unnecessary to
include the complete document in the strategic plan. However, it was felt that Recruitment and
Retention was important enough to the success of the organization that key components should
be included as goals in this plan.
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Goal 6-1

Complete, formally adopt and implement the departments Recruitment and
Retention Plan ( Appendix B)

Priority:

High

Objective 1

Develop a prioritized list of funding needs for Recruitment and Retention activities

Timeframe:

3 to 6 months

Funding Required:

None

Critical Tasks:






Assigned To: Recruitment & Retention Committee

Develop budgets for various recruitment and retention activities
Identify all funding alternatives for recruitment and retention activities
Develop budget requests for activities that require county/departmental funding
Pursue alternative funding options for recruitment and retention activities.

Goal 6-2

Establish a process to insure compensation of career personnel remains
competitive in the area market

Priority:

High

Objective 1

Insure fire & EMS is included in all class and compensation reviews conducted
by the county

Timeframe:
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

Objective 2
Timeframe
Funding Required:
Critical Tasks:

Ongoing
Assigned To: Chief
None
 Ensure HR and county administration are informed of compensation trends and
issues in the area market
 Participate in all class and compensation reviews

Educate county leadership on the unique challenges to recruiting, training and
retaining fire & EMS personnel
Ongoing
Assigned To: Chief
None
 Meet periodically with county leadership to discuss challenges in maintaining
viable workforce
 Quantify the cost of turnover in the fire & EMS department
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Goal 6-3

Acquire and deploy a stand-alone website for Fire & EMS department

Priority:

High

Objective
1

Procure an appropriate company to do website development

Timeframe:
Funding
Required:
Critical
Tasks:

9-12 months

Assigned To: Chief

$20,000


Develop RFP




Conduct interviews of potential providers
Execute contract for services

Objective
2

Develop website content and deploy accessible website in conjunction with website
developer

Timeframe

18 to 24 months/Ongoing

Funding
Required:
Critical
Tasks:

Assigned To: Recruitment & Retention
Committee

None
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Appendix A: Community Risk Assessment
Risk is defined as the possibility of loss or injury or unwelcome adverse circumstance or event. As
a community there is an effort to reduce the effects of the unwanted events through mitigation
efforts prior to an emergency and using services such as law enforcement, public works, and fire
and emergency medical services to provide assistance during emergencies.

1

Risk Factors and Categories

Determining the fire and non-fire risks in a community provides the foundation to develop resource
deployment strategies to reduce the effects of the unwanted events or circumstances. There are
three primary components used in the risk assessment.
•

Identification – what are the hazards faced by the community.

•

Probability – the likelihood that an unwanted event will occur within a given period of
time. Events that occur daily is highly probable while those that occur annually are less
likely.

•

Consequence – the measure of disparate outcome that can be defined by loss of life, loss
of property and loss of historic values.

•

Occupancy Risk – an assessment of the built upon area and the types of structures in the
area, their occupancies, and any special risks that may be present.
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Moderate
Hazard
DISTRIBUTION
Remote
Hazard

High Probability
High Consequence

CONCENTRATION

PROBABILITY

High Probability
Low Consequence

Low Probability
Low Consequence

Maximum
Hazard

High
Hazard
Low Probability
High Consequence

CONSEQUENCE

The previous graph illustrates the correlation between the probability of occurrence and
consequences of that occurrence. The result of this graph then allows for the identification of the
hazard class. The four hazard classes are defined as follows:
1.

Maximum Risk

An area classified as maximum risk should be of substantial size and contain properties presenting
a high risk of life loss, loss of economic value to the community, or large loss damage to property
if destroyed. Such areas would ordinarily be the highest fire flow areas and have a high probability
of events. The structures within them may lack built in fire protection features and may contain
occupants not capable of self-preservation. Maximum risk areas include the following:
•

Major shopping and business centers, large department stores, shopping malls, multi-story
hotels, and office properties.

•

Concentrations of high risk industrial and commercial properties including hazardous
materials facilities.

•

Concentrations of theaters, cinemas, clubs, dance halls, bars and other areas with potential
for large life loss.

•

Occupancies with occupants that may require assistance such as non-ambulatory or
restrained persons (i.e., nursing homes and hospitals).

•

Any occupancy over 10,000 square feet without built-in fire protection.

•

Emergency medical, rescue, special operations incidents requiring multiple alarms.
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Maximum risks frequently impact a fire department’s needs for multiple alarm capability and an
adequate assessment of its ability to concentrate resources. Failure to identify these risks often
results in the inability to effectively control these incidents.
2.

High Risk

A high-risk area is defined as one that contains properties or hazards presenting a substantial risk
of life loss, s severe financial impact on the community, or unusual potential damage to property
if there is a fire and has a low probability of events. Examples of such areas include the following:
•

Strip shopping centers and business centers not exceeding two stories.

•

Concentrated areas of revenue generating properties or high job loss to the community if
the business is lost.

•

Infrastructure facilities such as schools, city, county, state, and federal facilities.

•

Properties deemed to be of historical value to the community.

•

Any building with life safety and fire load beyond the reach of pre-connected hose lines
(typically 200 feet).

•

Concentrated areas of single-or two-story multi-family dwellings.

•

Any occupancy over 10,000 square feet with built-in fire protection not classified as a
maximum risk.

•

Emergency medical, rescue, special operations incidents requiring a first alarm assignment.

3.

Moderate/Typical Risk

An area is classified as a moderate fire risk when it contains built up areas of average size and the
risk of life loss or damage to property if there is a fire in single occupancy is usually limited to the
occupants. In certain areas such as small apartment complexes, the risk of death or injury may be
relatively high. Concentrations of property may vary, but generally will be of limited extent.
Probability of fire events are high along with frequent, routine non-fire risks resulting in a service
demand other than fire. Examples of moderate risk areas include the following:
•

Developments of generally detached single family housing.

•

Apartments with pre-connected hose line access (typically 200 feet or less).

•

Industrial or commercial buildings under 5,000 square feet without built-in fire protection.
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Emergency medical, rescue, special operations incidents requiring three units or less.

These risks are often the greatest factor in the distribution of fire stations to ensure fair and
equitable access to initial attack capability.
4.
Remote Isolated Rural Risks
Areas may be classified as remote rural risks if they are isolated from any centers of population
and contain few buildings. There is a low probability of events and low consequences. Examples
include the following:
•

Rural land with minimal structure.

•

Recreational areas.

2

Natural Hazard Assessment

In May 2019, Dinwiddie County conducted and published an Emergency Operations Plan for the
County. Through this review the steering committee determined the hazard probability and
vulnerability to various natural hazards for the County. This plan is a good reference for the
description of risks in Dinwiddie County. The table that follows outlines the threats to the area
based on the assessment performed by Dinwiddie County.
Each of the four criteria in the table are assigned a rating based on the description below. These
ratings are then totaled to provide a score for each of the hazards. The following points assigned
to each of the categories:
•
•
•

Low – 1 to 2
Medium – 3 to 4
High - 5

Definitions for the criteria used in the following table are defined as:
•
•
•
•

History – derived by the number of occurrences of the type of disaster under study over the
past 25 years.
Vulnerability – derived by comparing the area at risk to the population and property
density.
Maximum threat – the greatest destruction that could occur for the disaster under study.
Probability – this is a subjective judgement made primarily by local officials. The
following guide is used:
-

Chances per year greater than 1 in 10 – high
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Chances per year between 1 in 10 and 1 in 1,000 – medium
Chances per year less than 1 in 1,000 – low
Hazard Analysis

Hazard Type
Windstorm/Tornado/Severe
Thunderstorm
Hazardous Materials
Electric Power Outage
Winter Storm
Highway Accident
Hurricane/ Tropical Storm
Railroad Accident
Flash Flood
Drought
Water Supply Shortage/
Contamination
Flood, Major
Fire/Explosion/Wildfire
Nuclear Attack
Fuel Shortage, Major
Pipeline Accident
Structural Collapse
Nuclear Power Plant Accident
Airplane Crash
Civil Disturbance
Dam Failure
Air Pollution
Earthquake
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History

Vulnerability

Maximum
Threat

Probability

Score

5

4

4

4

17

4
5
4
4
4
2
4
3

3
3
3
2
3
4
2
2

3
2
2
2
3
2
2
2

4
3
3
4
2
4
2
2

14
13
12
12
12
12
10
9

3

2

2

2

9

2
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
1

2
2
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
5
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

8
8
8
7
7
7
6
6
5
4
4
4
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Transportation Hazards
Roadway Network

Within the County there are three primary routes that include I-85, US 1, and US 460 that are
predominately north/south routes. Virginia 40 crosses the County in an east /west fashion in the
southern section of the County. I-95 does not actually enter the County but it does run parallel the
eastern boundary. The following map highlights those routes indicating the traffic counts along
the I-85 corridor. In the northern sections of the highway average daily traffic counts range
between 41,000 and 58,000 dropping off in the southern sections to 21,000 to 27,000 vehicles per
day.
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Railways

In the northeast section of the County there are several rail lines that enter the County and service
numerous industrial facilities in the area.
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Physical Hazards

Physical hazards are facilities in the built upon area that may present a unique challenge for the
Fire Department. These facilities are also referred to as target hazards. The Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) defines target hazards as those facilities either in the public or
private sector that provide essential products and services to the public, are otherwise necessary to
preserve the welfare and quality of life in the community, or fulfill important public safety,
emergency response, and/or disaster recovery functions.
The following sections outlining the physical hazards is not static. New developments and
businesses in the County continually change the landscape. Additionally, the fire department is
relatively new in terms of acquiring the data, performing inspections, and pre-incident analysis
programs. As such the following sections will change and will require updating on a periodic basis.
1.

Public Assembly

Public assembly facilities provide a risk of mass casualty incidents, as well as fires and potential
terrorist incidents. The map below provides an illustrative view of the locations of these types of
facilities in the County.
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Educational Facilities

As with Public Assembly facilities, schools also provide a risk of mass casualty incidents and
potential terrorist incidents. These facilities typically have large meeting areas for sports and
assembly halls. The map below provides an illustrative view of the locations of these types of
facilities in the County.
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Day Care Facilities

Day care facilities are generally smaller than schools but house children that are much younger in
age including infants. These facilities present a life risk due to the younger age of the occupants
and the need to assist with evacuation and rescue. The map below provides an illustrative view of
the locations of these types of facilities in the County.
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Institutional Facilities

Institutional facilities include hospitals, nursing homes, assisted living facilities and extended care
facilities. While most of these facilities have built-in fire protection systems such as fire sprinklers,
the residents of these facilities may not be mobile or will at the very least need other assistance in
the event of an emergency. The map below provides an illustrative view of the locations of these
types of facilities in the County.
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Hazardous Materials Storage Facilities

These types of facilities present a different challenge to the Fire Department. With these facilities,
extinguishing a fire may not be the best solution and there is also the spill hazard that is present.
These types of incidents may require more personnel for suppression, containment or may require
specialized equipment. One area that is not included on the map are the agricultural uses. Typically,
the storage of fertilizers and pesticides on farms do not rise to the level seen in the industrial areas
however, it should be recognized these materials are heavily used in the rural areas of the County.
The map below provides an illustrative view of the locations of these types of facilities in the
County.
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Large Area Structures

Large structures are those structures that are 100,000 square feet and larger and can present a
unique challenge to the Fire Department. Some of these structures have fire suppression sprinkler
systems, some require high water flows due to their size and contents, and others do not have any
fixed fire suppression systems. These occupancies will require additional resources and may
require different operational tactics. The map below provides an illustrative view of the locations
of these types of facilities in the County.
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Low Rise Structures

Low rise buildings are those that are three to four stories in height and typically fall under the
threshold to require fire suppression sprinkler systems. These buildings have a variety of different
occupancy types ranging from office buildings, hotel and motels, and apartment and condominium
buildings. Responses to these structures may require a considerable rescue effort to additional
resources for fire control. Medical calls may be increased to these types of occupancies. The map
below provides an illustrative view of the locations of these types of facilities in the County.
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Community Development and Growth

According to report from the planning and economic development departments in the County the
residential growth has been relatively steady at about 80 new homes per year. It is projected the
population growth will also remain steady at about 200 new residents per year. The chart that
follows illustrates the anticipated growth in the County.
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Commercial growth is normally the small office and service type businesses such as restaurants
and grocery stores. There are opportunities for other businesses near the airport as it is zoned for
industrial and have sites that are the readiest to go with utilities available. Currently, Wal-Mart,
Amazon, and Aldi have large distribution centers in this area. Additionally, the airport has plans
to extend a runway that would open the possibilities for larger aircraft. However, there are not
hard plans for any development in the next 5-year planning horizon.
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Appendix B: Recruitment and Retention Plan

Dinwiddie Fire and EMS
Recruitment and Retention Committee

Recruitment and Retention Plan
2021
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Forward:
The purpose of this document is to provide the Recruitment and Retention Committee a guide to
improve recruitment and retention efforts throughout the life of the current Strategic Plan. The
time frames listed under each goal represent the estimated time frame of implementation after the
start of that particular project. This is considered to be a living document and may be altered at
the recommendation of the Recruitment and Retention Committee and approval of the Dinwiddie
County Fire Rescue Association.
Development:

Committee Members
Retention
Goal 1- Volunteer Incentive Program(s): The site interviews indicated that the expansion of
incentives is necessary to recruit and retain volunteers. The team recommends that the
countywide RR committee, working in conjunction with the full time RR Coordinator, develop,
evaluate, and present various incentive options to leadership. Examples include: ID Cards,
tuition reimbursement, scholarships, health care for volunteers, LOSAP, pay for play, personal
property tax breaks, group life insurance policies, yearly physicals and the fire bucks program.
Timeframe: 9-12 Months
Funding:
Critical Tasks:

Goal 2- County Award Banquet: The site visit team recommends that the County funds and
hosts an annual awards banquet to show appreciation to both career and volunteer personnel
making up the combination system. By holding a banquet each year and recognizing the
volunteer and paid staff for their efforts, it will allow these two groups to come together as one,
with their family, and enjoy leisure time together. Consider adding one humorous award, such as
“Squirrel of the Year” or “Weirdest Call” award to provide comic relief.
Timeframe: 6-9 Months
Funding:
Critical Tasks:
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Goal 3- Develop a Formal Mentoring Program: One of the most important times for a new
member is their initial entry into the department. Many departments allow new members to come
in with little or no guidance, while others have detailed programs and processes. Departments
with formal mentoring programs have better success in retaining members. Properly mentored
members are introduced operationally and administratively into the system and culture of the
department. Establishing guidelines, and finding and training the right mentors, are instrumental
in developing a successful mentoring program. To assist in the development of a formal
mentoring program, the team recommends the following free programs offered through the
Tennessee Fire Chiefs Association:
 Mentoring I: This part deals with how to set up a program and includes sample policies
and documents.
 Mentoring II: This part discusses how to be a mentor and deliveries specific mentor
training to the attendees
Timeframe: 12-15
Funding:
Critical Tasks:

Goal 4- Applicant Engagement: The site interviews revealed that applicants are lost before
completing their FF 1 and FF 2 training due to scheduling or “lack of purpose” perceptions. To
keep applicants engaged prior to becoming IDLH certified, Dinwiddie should develop the
following countywide documents that applicants can use to learn the job and remain engaged in
the agency until becoming IDLH certified: orientation sheets, probationary packets,
“expectations sheets,” job and task sheets, red folder binder, and other items that applicants can
use to learn the job and remain engaged in the agency. In addition, the County should explore the
use of a hybrid FF 1 and 2 programs to reduce the amount of classroom time and overall time
commitments needed by volunteers to gain certifications.
Timeframe: Ongoing
Funding:
Critical Tasks:

Goal 5- Inclusion and Diversity: Many fire departments across the country have difficulty
creating a diverse and inclusive environment. The “Climate Survey Toolkit” developed with the
help of researchers from Oklahoma State University, allows departments to assess the internal
inclusion and diversity temperature of your department and identify areas of improvement.
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Timeframe: 1-3 Months and then annually
Funding:
Critical Tasks:

Recruitment and Marketing
Goal 6- Business Cards: Members who are less comfortable dealing with the public often
struggle when approached and asked about volunteering with the department. While it is great to
teach all members how to give an “elevator speech,” many forget what to say or will give
incorrect information. The team recommends that the county designs, purchases and distributes
RR “business cards” that all members can use during public interactions with potential
volunteers. The card should contain relevant recruitment information, and if possible, a QR code
that the potential applicant can scan. The QR code should lead to an interest form which is sent
to the recruiter. In addition, the current member should at least attempt to obtain the applicants
email address or phone number so follow-up contact can be attempted.
Timeframe: Order within 1 month of website going live
Funding:
Critical Tasks:

Goal 7- Signboards: The site visit revealed the need for sign board usage to advertise for
volunteer firefighters. Many departments have been very successful in their recruiting efforts
when using signboards. Purchasing a signboard each department would be cost prohibitive,
however purchasing a trailer-drawn signboard that can be used rotationally could be very
effective. In lieu of VDOT grade sign boards, the smaller, programmable LED sign boards may
be more economically feasible to purchase for each station. These units have a high rate of
return.
Timeframe: Start project no less than 3 months after website goes live
Funding:
Critical Tasks:
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Goal 8- Develop a Driver-Only Program: The site visit team recommends the development of
a driver-only program/position. While it is an ideal situation for every member to be an IDLH
firefighter, there is value in personnel who can effectively drive and operate fire apparatus. By
allowing a driver-only membership category, more people in the community may be able to step
forward and volunteer. Many retired fire personnel may not be interested in the physicality of
being an IDLH firefighter, but they may be perfectly suited to drive and operate apparatus.
Timeframe: Present Project to DCFRA ASAP. Implement if approved
Funding:
Critical Tasks:

Goal 9- Develop a Volunteer Career Progression Guide:
Timeframe:
Funding:
Critical Tasks:
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Links
Free Management Help
https://managementhelp.org/freebusinesstraining/strategic-planning.htm.

IAFC Climate Survey Tool Kit
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https://www.iafc.org/topics-and-tools/resources/resource/climate-survey-toolkit
https://www.iafc.org/topics-and-tools/resources/resource/guide-for-creating-a-diverse-and-inclusivedepartment
https://www.iafc.org/topics-and-tools/resources/resource/social-media-handbook

IAFC Classes
https://www.iafc.org/events/event/2020/06/18/self-paced/bridging-the-multigenerational-divide-inyour-department
www.iafc.org/vals
https://www.iafc.org/events/event/2020/12/31/self-paced/mentoring-i-re-energizing-yourdepartment-culture-through-positive-influence
https://www.iafc.org/events/event/2020/12/31/self-paced/mentoring-ii-developing-and-retainingfirefighters-through-relationships
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